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ABSTRACT 
The phase compatibility relationships ror the quater-
nary system l~e-t1tan1a-z~con1a-s1lica have been de-
termined by a solid-phase-reaction technique. 
Preliminary division or the system into Alkemade 
tetrahedra was based on the phases round in samples by 
X-ray dirrraction analysis. These samples covered the 
entire volume o£ the tetrahedron in a systematic rashion. 
when the quaternary system had been divided into regions or 
compatible phases, an analytical method was used to calcu-
late the phase composition or each sample. The relative 
amounts or each phase in a sample determined by X-ray 
analysis were compared with the calculated quantities, and 
agreement between the two methods veriried the compatibili-
ty relationships. Solid-phase-reaction techniques have 
been shown to lead to complete reaction, ror all practical 
purposes, among the components o£ this system. 
An extended area or solid solution was round to exist 
along the join between calcium titanate and calcium 
zirconate. A low-melting region was ehown to extend through 
the quaternary system parallel to the join rrom titania to 
calcium metasilicate near ten per cent zirconia. 
Equations have been derived ror deter~n1ng the phase 
composition or samples in this system ror which the oxide 
composit~on is known. 
Problem 
PHASE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE QUATERNARY SYSTEM 
LIME - TITANIA - zmONIA - STI.,ICA 
CHAPTER I 
IN'IRODUCTION 
The problem in this dissertation is the divis:ion oC 
the qua ternary system li.me-ti tama-z1rconia-a111ca into 
compatibility tetrahedra of phases which are formed by 
thermal action in the temperature range 1350° to 1450° 
* Centigrade • Wherever possible, low-melting regions 
that are found to exist in t~s system will be indicated. 
Purpose 
~s problem was brought to ~nd by recogn1z~ 
that the choice of a composition for a rerractory 
material with oerta1.n desired properties can be made 
with greater assurance if phase equi.libriwn data are 
available for consu1tat1on. A typical example ~t be 
taken !'rom the manu£aoture of the coating for a welding 
rod. The compos:1t1on or the coating. a refractory 
*All succeeding temperatures will be in degrees 
Centigrade. 
~luxing agent often composed or a mixture or oxides from 
the quaternary system ~ question. is largely deter~ed 
by a "pick and try" method for each type or welding rod. 
In this case. £or example. 1r the .phase relations~p ~n 
a successf'ul coating composition could be determined by 
reference to a phase diagram of the system. perhaps the 
choosing of a second suocessrul coating for a welding 
rod with slightly different properties m.1ght be quickly 
and simply done. It t-lould still be necessary to .,try" 
each new composition to dete~ne whether or not the 
desired properties have been obtained 1 but 1 with prior 
knowledge or the phases and amounts of each to be 
expected and also with in£ormat1on on the physical 
properties of these phases to aid in "picking" the ne\'1 
composition. calculation of a formula \~th the desired 
properties might be possible. 
Phase relationship data could not be found in the 
literature for the CaO-T1o2-zro2-s1o2 quaternary aystem 1 
~ch contains many well-known 1 common. ceramdo 
re!'ractory oxides and compoW1ds. To attempt to 
deter~ne the complete eq~l1br1um relations for the 
system. 1nolud~ solidus and liq~dus temperatures and 
pr~ phase fields. would be a major undert~ng 
1nvolv~ the use o£ the quenc~ng method1 developed at 
1 E. S. Shepherd. G. A. Ra~n, and F. E. Wright. 
"The Binary Systems of Al~na with Silica. L~e and 
Magnes1a 1 " ~· ~· ~· • 28, 308 (1909). 
2 
at the Geophysical Laboratory. This slo1-:, tedious method 
takes much more time than is available ~or this studyj 
therefore, a study of the system by solid-state reaction 
was planned. A thorough solid-state study will provide 
valuable equilibrium data ror the compatibility relation-
ships o£ phases in a system in a !'ract1on or the time 
req~red by the more laborious quenc~ng method. 
W:1th these racts in mind, it \'tas proposed to 
assemble and correlate previous data on subsystems of the 
primary quaternary system and by experimental means 
simdlar to those described by Herold and Smothers2 to 
indicate phase assemblages to be expected after heat 
treatment of any ~ture o~ the £our pr~ components 
in the system l1me-titan1a-z1rcon1a-s111ca. 
Def~ition o£ Terms 
3 
Solid-state reactions for equilibrium data. Foster3 
has given an excellent discussion of the statements in the 
literature which support the idea that the appl1.cat1on of 
phase diagrams to cer~c products is not generally 
possible because of ~omplete reactions. Such incomplete 
reac tiona would lead to products \mioh differ from the 
2P. Q. Herold and w. J. Smothers, "Solid-State 
Equ111br1um Relations in the System Mg0-Al2o3-s1o2-zro2 ~" J. ~· Ceram. ~·, 37, 351-3 {1954) • 
3w. R. Foster., ncontr1but1ons to the Interpreta-
tions of Phase Diagrams by Ceramists.," J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
~, 151-60 (~951). - -- ---
4 
expeated results as indicated by equilibrium phase 
diagrams. Ae pointed out by Foster, nonequ111br1um in 
ceramdc bod~es certainly does oocur# but to give t~s idea 
almost Wliveraal application ror all cerami.c firing 
processes is unjustifiable. Perhaps many of the state-
ments in the literature concerning the laok or near-
equilibrium in ceramic products are not the result or 
direct experience, but the result or the i .ndisor1m1nate 
application of conclusions based on specific studies to 
all types of oerandc rna terials. 
The use or h.igher firing temperatures, finer grind-
:tng, and more intimate m1.x.1ng and the aid of rrlneralizers 
have brought many cera.m.j.c reactions very near to equili-
brium, so that £or all practical purposes they conf'orm to 
phase-diagram predictions.. This ~11 be seen to be true 
in moat o£ the samples prepared for the present study of 
the system 1~e-titania-z~co~a-a1lioa. 
As fUrther di.acussed by Foster, another difficul. ty 
hindering wider appreciation or the near-equ.ilibriwn 
conditions in cer~c reactions is the ~staken notion 
that equilibriwn cannot ooour unl.eas melting takes plaae. 
Taylor4 as early as 1934 stressed the need for study~ 
the reactions between solids without a liq~d phase as an 
:1mportant tool :1n ceramic technology. Many ceramic re-
actions, not con£ined completely to solid-state re-
4N. w. Taylor, '~eaotions Between Solids ~ the 
Absence of a Liquid Phase," J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 17, 
155-63 (1934). - - -
actions, proceed U1 the presence or a m1n1mwn amount of 
llquid. Sintering reaot1ons with no i.n<tication o~ a 
liquid phase might be expected to fall short of producing 
equ111br1um conditions; powever, with the growU1g under-
stand~ ot eolid-state reactions, the near approach to 
complete eq~librium in solid-state and in s~tering re-
actions ~s becoming reco~zed. Perhaps the greatest 
factor contributing to this reoogn1t1on is the method or 
1dentif'yj.ng the fine-grained crystalline phases by x-ray 
dif~aotion techniques. The approach to equilibrium 
conditions in many solid-state reactions 1a so complete 
that the x-ray dif!'ract1on method rai.ls to detect any 
nonequilibrium phases. 
5 
Still another d1f~1c~ty in aocept1ng the near-
eq~l~brium approach of many oer~c reactions ~ multi-
component bodies is the lack or appreciation for calcu-
lated phase rela t1onsh1ps. With a few well-ohosen samples 
and the applioatJ.on or Da.h~•s5 "Analytical Treatment or 
Mult1component Systems" to complex ceramic bodiee the t'ull 
s1.gn1f'1canoe of the phase diagram may be apprehended. 
Further discussion of thi.s treatment will be given later. 
Foster6 has applied the solid-state-reaction method 
of study to the system magneaia-z1ron1a-s111ca. It was 
SL. A. Dahl, "Analytical Treatment ot Mult~­
component Systems," J. Phys. and Colloid Chem., 52, 
698-729 ( 1948). - - -
6w. · R. Foster, "A Stu~ or Sol~d·State Reactions in 
the Ternary System !-1gO-zro2 -s1o2 ." l.· M!• Ceram. Soc., 34, 302-5 (1951). 
shown that essentially complete reaction was obtained at 
1450° ror one t.tr1ng and that samples fired at 1240° were 
in good agreement with the higher fired samples. Prom 
these results it \'laa assUlned that solid-state reaction 
6 
would be a reliable means for stu~ng the compatibility 
o£ the phases Cor the CaO-T102-zro2-s1o2 system and that 
the results would not differ from the data obtained by 
other reliable methods. It is possible that the compati-
bility relationships which are established at 1450° ror a 
system may not be true at some higher temperature near the 
liq~dus~ but this is not commonly the case and need not 
af£eot the predictions Cor the phase relations in a system. 
Subdividing the primary guaternary system. Poster7 
has indicated also that most phase diagrams for cer~c 
materials are ~vided ~to areas or volumes represent~ 
the pr~ fields of crystallization ror phases in the 
system. If eq~librium is maintained~ the pr~ field 
will indicate the crystalline phase present at the liquidus 
temperature tor a given composition lying within a certain 
pr~ tield. Since most oer~c reactions take place 
before the last crystall~e phase is melted. it would soom 
much more relevant to be able to dete~ne the composition 
and amount of eaah phase 1·thich rorms t-men a solid-state 
rea~tion tdth little or no liq~d formation has taken 
'7 POster, op. cit., 151-60. 
place. This can be done £or a mixture of lmown compos1.-
tion 1~ the proper compatibility regions have been set up 
for the system in question. It must be acknowledged that 
if the primary rields or a system are kno~~- the compati-
bility regions can be indicated without error. The 
7 
reverse is not strictly true, because, if the compatibility 
regions are known, it i.s lmol'.'Tl Hhat primary fields must 
~eet at invariant points, but it is not knotm where they 
meet. Only by experiment can these points be determined. 
Since it is ~ore L~ortant to have partial data rather 
than no data and since it is not feasible to obtain 
complete data at t~s time, only the compatibility tetra-
hedra and not the primary fields of: crystallization \1111 
be deter~ned ror the system l~e-t1tania-z1rconia-s111ca. 
Analytical treat~cnt of phases. A four-component 
system 1s difficult to represent as a dra\-.ring in t\tO 
dLmens1ons and it is practically impossible to visualize 
or deter~e the position or a given composition in the 
dral'ling so that the amounts of each phase~ which may be 
expected to be present, can be deter~ned quickly. Dahl8 
hae developed a means or calculating the phases to be 
expected and in \'lhat amounts they \·1111 be present in a 
sample, ir the quaternary system has been subdivided into 
the correct compatibility or Alkemade tetrahedra. This 
method is based on molecular percentages and the deriva-
8 Dahl, op. cit. 
8 
tion of oquations to transpo3e terce of the pr~ry 
components CaO, T102 , Zr02 , and s1o2 into terms or the 
secondary components CaO, CaZro4 , ca3s12o7 , CaTiSio5 , etc. 
As seen, the molar components of the secondary compounds 
ure usually indicated by small \-:hole numbcr3 in their 
£ormulae; thus, it is convenient to derive equations in 
the molar form. ~ given cocposition in terms or the 
pr~ co~ponents is f~st classified by substitution 
into a key \'lhich is set up for determin:J.ng in l'lhich 
Allremade tetrahedron the ~ample will fall. The Alv..arnade 
tetrahedron as detcrr.rl.ncd by the key ~·rill indicate the 
secondary components or phases which way be expected to 
exist for this compo31t1on, barring the forll1c':lt1on of 
extensive solid 3olution. For each tctrahodron a set or 
equations has been derived which are to be us~d in the 
second operation for calculating the percentage or each 
phase present in that particular subsy5tem \'Ihen the 
composition ia lalolm in terms or the pri.rnary components. 
The results will indicate. 1r complet0 reaction has taken 
place, the amount or c~ch crystalline phase that !s 
present in a completely crystalline sample. 
Join. A join is the line dra\·m betl;cen the compo-
sition points o£ tuo pr1mary phases in ternary or quater-
nary ays teras. The prL...'"la.ry phase areas (or volwncs) need 
not be adjoining. 
Alkemede line. A join connect~ng the composition 
points o~ two pr.imary phases whose phase areas are 
adjacent and the 1nter3ection o£ which rorms a boundary 
curve is called an Alkemade line. 
Compos1. tion tria~le. In tet~nary systems the three 
joins connect~ the compos~t1on points or the three 
pr~ phasen whose liquidus surfaces meet at a point 
form a composition triangle. 
Limiting systems. The primary quaternary system J.a 
limited by rour ternary systems w~ch ~Y be re£erred to 
as limdting syotems. 
Scheme ror Presenting Data and Results 
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In the chapters to .follo\'1 an attempt will be made to 
collect and organize the data obtained durLng this study o£ 
the quaternary system lime-titania-z1rcon1a-s11ica into 
tables and diagrams in order to facilitate perusal. 
Compounds. All compounds which are lmown to exist 
in this system together with pertinent information w~ll 
be listed in tabular form. 
Subsystems. Phase data from the l~terature will be 
presented ror b~nary and ternary systems. The compat1b~l1-
ty triangles w~ll be shown Cor l~t~ng ternary systems 
contai~ng the pr~ components o£ the quaternary system. 
Dahl equations. A key will be g~ven which may be 
used ror dete~ning the phase relationship or compatibili-
ty tetrahedron ror ~~ given composition in the pr~ 
10 
quaternary system at eq~librium conditions, 1~ the pr~y 
components are knotm and 1r the compatibi.lity relationships 
have been dete~ned correctly. A l~st will be presented 
of" the compat:1.b1lity tetrahedra together \qith the equa-
tions necessary for calculation of the percentages or 
each phase ~n a sample. Keys .and lists or· a s~lar 
nature will be given £or the l~ting ternary systems. 
Compatibility tetrahedra. The basic quaternary 
tetrahedron l'lill be separated . into the compatibility 
tetrahedra and \<'till be shOl\-'l'i · in an isometric viel·l. 
Cross-sectional planes. The system ~till be shown as 
a series or trianBular sections with constant z~conia 
content at ten per cent increments. Each plane will be 
~vided ~to compatibility areas. The composition oC a 
sample will be indicated by a dot, and the phases present 
wj.ll be sho\l'm. 
x-ray analysis. x-ray data obtained from samples of 
phases, which have been used as standards. w~ll be listed 
and compared tlith the values :found il1 the l:tterature. 
The calculated phases for each sample w~ll be compared in 
a table with the phases found to be present by x-ray 
analysis. 
Fusion data. FUs~on temperatures as determined for 
speci.fic samples l·;il.l be given. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE RSVIE~J 
In this sect1on1 data taken from the literature w~ll 
be presented. Information on physical and chemical 
properti.es oi' compounds in the ·quaternary system 
Ca0-Tio2-zro2-sio2 was necessary £or planning -and calcu-
lati.ng the results. Pertinent results of previous .studies 
pertain~ng to any par·t of the quaternary system1 but by 
no means all 1 ldll be revieWed and Sl10Wrl • 
Compounds ~ the System Lime·T1~a-Zirco~a-Sil1ea 
T.he primary components Ca0 1 T1o2~ Zr02 # and Si02 
or the quaternary system are well-.known ceratlic materials 
and all exoept CaO ocour as natural minerals. Of the 
nine compounds CaT~o3 , ea3T12o7 , Cazro3 ~ cas1o3, ca3s12o7, 
Ca2s1o4 ~ ca3s1o5 # TiZro4• and ZrS104 w~oh occur in the 
b~ systems ~epresented by the edges of the quater-
nary tetrahedron~ only CaT.103, CaSj_o3 ~ and ZrS1o4 are 
usually .found as natural minerals. All or the compounds 
have been synthesized. ca3T120rr and T1Zro4 have on~y 
recently .been i~entif1ed9~ 10 and sho1~ to be de£1~te 
911. Go Fislc, "A liigh-LL'ilo Rei'ractory Resistant to 
Phosphate Melts -Studies in the System CaO-Ti02 ," l· ~· Ceram. ~., 34~ 302-5 (1951). 
1
°F. H. Brotm, Jr. and P. Du\'rez, "The Zirconia-
Titania System," J. 1\m. Ceram. Soo., 37, 129-32 (1954). 
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compounds. One ternary compound is known to occur in this 
quaternary system and has the composi.tion CaT1Sio5 • The 
mineral name is sphene or titanite. No quaternary 
compounds have been raported £or the system. 
The kno~m compounds ror the quaternc~ system are 
listed in Table I along with pertinent data. This in-
formation will include the molecular weight 1 the melting 
or dissociat~on temperature, the X-ray diffraction D-
values ~or the three strongest reflections, an~ any 
~ther information which may prove helprul. 
Bi.nary Systems Which Have Been Studied 
All s1x o£ the binary systems represented by the 
edges of the basic tetrahedron have been studied 1 and 
phase diagrams have been reported ~ the literature for 
them. Each system will be discussed and the most recent 
or most see~ngly reliable references will be given. 
Ca0-Tio2 • Coughanour
11
, et al., have studied this 
system by solid-state reaction using much the same method 
as was used by the writer. DeVr1es12 , et al. 1 have also 
investigated the system using both thermal analysis and 
11 L. w. Coughanour, R. s. Roth 1 and v. A. DeProsse. 
"Phase EquilibriwnRelations in the Systems LU!e-Titania 
and Zirconia-Titania," J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards, 52~ 
37-42 (1954). - - - - -
12-a. · c. DeVries 1 R. Roy 1 and E. F. Osborn·, "Phase 
Equil1br:1a in the System CaO-Ti021 " J. Phys. Chem., 58, 1069-1073 (1954). - · -
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quenching techniques. In each casa, a phase diagram ~ras 
presented and, when compared, they were found to be quite 
si!lrl.lar. Slight differenees for the sol:1dus and liquidus 
temperatures were noted; for example, the melt~ point of 
perovsk1te. (CaTi05) as given by Coughanour ~s 1970° and by 
DeVr:1es is 1935°. The compound Ca~T1~o7 , shown in both ;, " 
d1agrams 1 is listed as m~lting incongruently near 1755°. 
Fisk13 has described the ex~~tence of th~s compound and 
has given optical and X-ray data for it. A eutectic 
betl-¥een CaT1o3 and T102 · 1s sho\·m near eighteen per cent 
Ti.02 at 1460°. T102 is pres.ent as rutile, and there is 
no indication of any solid solution in the system. 
Cao-zro2 • A phase d~gram for this system is found 
in Hall and Insley14 • This diagram worked out by Ruf.'r15, 
et al., gives data for the system cao-z~o2 for .tempera-
tures above 2000°. The report also ~nc1udes a aeries of 
x-ray d~£fraction patterns ror compositions from zero to 
one hundred per cent CaO in zro~ at ten per cent 
.::.; 
intervals. A a:tmple eutectic system is shol'ln for the 
l3Fisk, op. cit. 
14F. p • Hal.l and H. Insley~ "Phase Diagrams ror 
Ceramists, ·"J. Am. Ceram. _Soc., 30 ( 11, Part II) 25 
(1947). - -
15o. Ruf.f, F. Ebert, and E. Stephan, "Contr.1but1on 
or Ceramics of ~ghly Re£ractory Materials: II, System 
Z1rcon1a-Lj.me, "z. anorg. u. allgem. Cham., .!§.Q., 219 (1929). - -
section from CaO to cazro3 • Duwez
16
# et al.~ have 
modified the section from Cazro3 to Zr02 to include an 
area ot stab~lized cubic zirconia solid solution between 
s~teen and twenty-seven mole per cent CaO at 14008 • At 
temperatures less than 1000°~ monool~~c zirconia solid 
solutions are stable~ and~ at higher temperatures~ the 
tetragonal z1rconia sol~d solutions are stable £or compo-
s~tions ot less than 16 mole per cent CaO. 
14 
Geller and Yavorsky17 ~ound that four per cent by 
weight or lime ~d no~ stabilize cubic zirconia~ but five 
per cent did. Ru£f notes that it is not possible to 
distinguish between cubic and tetragonal solid solutions 
o£ l~e in z1rconia and further states that the cubic form 
may be stabilized with as little as ten mole per cent 
l:1me present. 
Ca0-8102 • The system lime-silica was worked out by 
Rankin and Wright18 and later corrected by Greig19. Since 
16P. Duwez, F. Odell, and F. H. Brown~ Jr.~ "Stabi-
l:lzation or Zirconia \'lith Calcia and Magnesia .. " J. Am. 
Ceram. Soc • , 35 # 107-13 ( 1952) • · - -
--
. 
17R. F. Geller and P. J. Yavorsky~ "Erfects or Some 
Oxide Add:ltions on the Thermal Length Changes of Zirconia~" 
J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards~ 35, 87-110 (1945) • 
._. ---- --- -- -
18a. A. Rankin and F. E. Wr:lght~ "The Ternary 
Systeni Ca0-Al203-sio2 ~" ~· !..• ~·~ 39~ 5 (1915)· 
l9J. w. Greig, "Imm1sc1b111ty :in S111cate Melts," 
~· J. Sci. (5th Ser.) 13~ .18 (1927). 
the system is \"/ell-known and rather complex, it ne·ed not 
be d~scussed here except to note several phenomena which 
occur near 1450°. The compound ca3sj_2o7 melts incongru-
ently at 1475°. Low-melt~ng eutectic compositions are 
located on. each side of the .CaSi03 composition. One of 
these _euteotic points, near thirty-s~ per·cent lime, is 
at 1438°20, and the other eutectic po~t, near fifty-s~ 
per cent lime, is at 1460°21 • 
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22 T1o2-zro2 • Both Coughanour 1 et al., and ~own and 
Duwez23 have just recently (1954) published phase equili-
brium diagrams for the system T102-Zro2 in which the 
compound T~Zro4 is shown. The T1Zro4 is shown as melting 
incongruently near 1820°. x-ray diffraction data are 
f'ound in both references for this compound. At 1400°, the 
zro2 is sho~ as t~ng up to forty per cent of Ti02 into 
solid-solution and the T102 as t~ng up to ten per cent 
of zro2 into solid solution. At room-temperature, the 
sol~d~o1ution formation is very l~ted. 
T:l02-sio2 • Bunting
24 has shown a eutectic poi.nt 
between T102 and Sio2 near 10.5 per cent T102 at a 
2~. c. DeVries, R. Roy, and E. F. Osborn, "Phase 
Equi.libria :in the S~atem Ca0-T102 -s:t.o2 ," J. Am. Ceram. ~-· 38, 161 (1955)· -
211.b1d. 22coughanour, op. cit., ~~ 37-42. 
2~ro1~, op. cit., 37. 132. 
24&. N. Bunting, "Phase Equilibria in the 




temperature of 1540°. DeVries25 has added a two-liquid 
region extend~ from ~neteen to n~nety-three per cent 
T:102 • Tlrl.s tl'10•l1qu1.d phase is shot.m as appearing above 
1780°. 
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zro2~s1o2 • Geller and Lang have revised an earlier 
di.a.gram26 o~ the system zro2-s1o2• This revised diagram 
is shown by McMurdie and -. Hall27. · The compound zu-con 
(ZrSio4) :ls shown as melting incongruently at 1775°. An 
eutectic point i.s f'ound at eighty-eight per cent silica at 
a temperature of 1675°o It is rurther pointed out that a 
... 
one-to-one mo1e ratio of silica to z~conia only reacted 
partially at . temperatures near 1500° to form zircon and 
that the zirconia that di.d not react retained the mono-
clime structure. The cubic Corm of zirconia t1as not 
stabilized by silica. 
Ternary Systems ror Which Data Were FOund 
Data for only two of the four l~t~ ternary 
systems represented by the faces of the primary quater-
nary tetrahedron were located in the literature. Of 
these two~ only one system is given as a complete phase 
2~. c. De\~1es 1 R. Roy, and E. F. Osborn~ "The 
System Ti.02-s1o2 ," Trans. Brit. Ceram. ~·· 53, 525-40 (1954). 
26Geller, op. cit., 109. 
27H. F. McMurd:te and F. P. Hall. "Phase Diagrams for 
Ceramists. Supplement No. 1." J. Am. Ceram. Soc.~ 32 
(12, Part· II) 153-64 (1949). - - - -
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d1.agram.; the other one contains very fragmentary 1n:t'orma-
tion. 
CaO-T~o2-s1o2 • DeVr~es28, · et al., give a ternary 
phase diagram for the system CaO-T1o2-s~o2 w~ch. includes 
liq~dus surfaces \~th ~sothermal lines, primary r1elds 
of crystall~zation, and composition triangles. The system 
is sho\m in Pigura 1. The letter J in this :figure indi-
cates the lowest melting composition (1318°) for the 
system (33.1% CaO, 17.5% Tio2 , 49.4% 8102 ). A large area 
of liquid ~sc~bility at temperatures as low as 1535° ~a 
found extending across the silica end of the system. 
Tr1dymite was connnonly fo\md at temperatures belotz 1470° 
~ 
instead of cr1stobalite. This was thought to be unusual 
by DeVries, even though that is the established stable 
phase for such temperatures. since ~t was rarely formed ~ 
studies of the quaternary system CaO-MgO-A12o3-s1o2 • It 
was believed that Tio2 mdght act as a ~neralizer to 
promote the formation of tr~dymdte. In the high-l~e 
region or this ternary system~ the expected compound 
ca3sio5 could not be positively identified, but d1calc1um 
silicate, an incompatible p~~se, was usually indicated by 
"dusting" of the eample. 
Tio2-zro2-s1o2 • An ir.complete phase dJ.agram for the 
28 8 DeVries, op. cit., J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 15 -71. 
-- -
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system Tio2-Zro2 -S102 by Sowman and Andre1is
2 9 shot'la an 
invariant point (lQ% T1021 2% zro2 ., 88% Si02 ) 1 believed to 
be the lowest melting temperature in tha system, at 1500°. 
Solid solution ~a said to exist in the ternary since it is 
found in two . of the binary systems. No ternary compounds 
were found to exist. 
This d~agra~ will have to be revised since the 
compound T~Zro4 is now known to be part o~ the system. 
Systems for \ihich Data Were Not Found 
Ternary systems. No data \'lere found for the ternary 
systems Ca0-Tio2-sio2 and Tio2-Zro2-s1o2 • 
Qua ternary sys terns • No informa t1on \'las :found for 
the pr~ quaternary system CaO-T102-Zro2-s1o2 or any 
of the secondary quaternary systems wh1.ch are part of' 1.t. 
29H. a. sowman and A. I. Andrews., 11A Study or the 




Some thought was given to the seleot~on of compos~­
t~ons Cor the samples., so that the necessary information 
tor the data needed to study and determine the phase 
assemblages £or the syst~~ could be collected as s~ply as 
possible. Samples chosen ~ll be presented in this chapter 
together w~th the reasons for ~s select~on. 
Standard Samples 
Because 1 t is very simple and quite easy to compare 
x-ray d1f~act1on results when they are in the form or the 
charts produced by an x-ray spectrometer with Geiger-tube 
goniometer and strip-chart recorder., 1 t \-tas thought best to 
have standard patterns for e<.lch phase expected to be found 
in the system. This would enable one to tell at a glance 
if a certain phase might be present ~ a particular sample 
instead of hav~ng to locate on the x-ray pattern the 
strongest reflect~ons~ change the 2Q angles to D-values, 
compare w:Lth standard ca:d files, and vice versa. For 
this reason~ a sample with the composition or each known 
compound ~n the syota~ w&s made. When synthes~zed. by 
solid-phase reaction., these compounds were called the 
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standard samples. Table II shows the oxide compositions 
o~ the standard samples. It should be. noted that some of 
the samples such as tridyrndte and cubic z~rco~a (actually 
a sol~d solut~on) contain other r.~terial in addit~on to the 
ax~de necessary to form the phaoe wanted. This extraneous 
materi.~l i.s necessary f'or .rorr~t1on o~ the ptw.ae s:tnce it 
acta as a ~eral~zer or a stabi~zer for the particular 
crysta2 modification to be made. 
Binary Samples 
The second group -o£ samples w~ch were made were 
selected with compositions in the binary systems which 
form the six edges or the primary tetrahedron for the 
system Ca0-T102-Zro2-sio2 • These compositions were 
selected so that each edge would be represented by samples 
at approximately twenty per cent-by-weight increments or 
any o-r the primary components. The standard sampl.es are 
includ~d with this selection. In Table III, the composi-
tion or twenty-two binary sa..'Tlples are shown. 
Terrw..ry Samples 
The thll'd group of thirty-six sample cornpos1. tiona 
selected (see Tab~e IV) ~:ere made with reference to the 
tour l.i.Ir'.i. ting ternary systems. Ternary samples tt~ere 
chosen ~mich lay 1n the apexes of each triangle repre-
sent~ a terr~ system. Compositions were made w~ch 
would aid in delineat~ng oompos1tiotl triangles ~ systems 
tlhere they \tTere not knol'm. It t'lould be impractical to 
deter~ne phase relationsh~ps in the quaternary system 
unless they \1el.,e lmown for the ~1m1.tirm ternary systems. 
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CaO-T1o2-s1o2 • In the system CaO-T102-s1o2 ~ the only 
ternary system for which rather complete phase equilibrium 
data ar~ available, all the compatibility triangles have 
been determined. Thus, it · was possible to check the 
validity of the solid-phase reaotions carried out as 
desor~bed L, Cha~ter V ror produc~ng equ1l~br~um react~on 
products. ~nis ternary system was used as a basis for 
divid~ the surface of the quaternary system into 
compatibility triangles. Several compos1t~ons for samples 
were chosen on the Joins ~ this system which emanate from 
the ternary eol!'.pound sphene (CaT1S105). T"ne phase relation-
shi.ps in this ternary system are shown in Figure 2 along 
w~th the positions or the samples which were made. 
T102 -zro2-s1o2 • The ternary system Tio2 -zro2-s1o2 
had only one possible set of phase relationships at the 
beginning o£ this work; thus, a Join was assumed to exist 
between zir~on (ZrS1o4 ) and rvtile (T102 ). Two samples 
were made ~lith compositions lying on this Join. The 
results~ as ~o\md ~ Table rv~ conrirmed the existence of 
this Alkemada line. At a l~ter d~te~ when it was round 
that some unknown re~~ectiona were present ~ the X-ray 
patterns ror samples near the composition of a possible 
compound with the ~orrnula TiZr04 ~ a sample with this 
composition was made up and1 after sol~d-phase reaot~on1 
was found to contain these unlalown reflect~ons. Sample 
composit~ons and phase relationships for this system are 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Ca0-T102 -Zro2 • Three different sets of compa tibi.li cy 
relationships were possible in the ternary system 
Ca0-T1o2-zro2 before T1Zro4 was known to exist. · Tl1o 
compositions were chosen to deter~ne the correct set of 
triangles. Later more samples were chosen when it was 
found that extensive solid solution exists between the 
compounds Cazro3 and CaTio3 and that TiZro4 is a phase in 
this system. Five additional compositions were chosen: 
two on the join where solid solution occurred; two in order 
to study the :formation of the compound ca3T12o7 in greater 
detail; and one to show the phase Tizro4• Phase as-
semblages and sample compositions are shown in F1gure 4. 
cao-zro2-s1o2 • The £ourth ternary system on the 
surface o~ the basic quaternary tetrahedron conta~ns the 
components cao-zro2-s1o2 • Many possible arrangements can 
be devised for the phases in t~s system. several sample 
positions were chosen along a possible jo~ between 
z~roonia (Zro2 ) and calcium metas111cate (CaS1o3 ). Other 
compositions of samples, ~mich were necessary to work out 
the phase relations and compatibility triangles, are sho~T.n 
in Fi.gure 5. 
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Q~aternary Samples 
After the phase relationships had been worked out tor 
the aur£ace of the tetrahedron. it ttas deci.ded to make . 
several exploratory samples of composit~ons chosen from the 
interior o£ the quaternary system (see Table V). Fbr these 
samples~ compositions were chosen which lay on possible 
jo~s between sphene and zircon and between sphene and 
zuaconia as shown in Fj_gure 6. The results of solid-phase 
reaction for these srumples were in l~e with those expected. 
Foster3° has sa~d that one of the best ways to study 
a ternary system using the method of solid-phase reactions 
is . to follow the. procedure given by Guertler31 and called 
the "critical cross-relat:1on method" . In this method one 
makes samples for compos1.t1ona which fall on all the 
possible joins in the system. If the join represents a 
true b:Lnary system1 then only t\'10 crystalline phases w1.ll 
be obtained. Otherwise the sample will contain more phase~ 
and it will be lalolm that the sample does not lie on a true 
Alkemade line. It was decided in the case of the quater-
nary system. however. to dispense with this plan of attack 
and . to use a more systematic method. It was planned to 
make a series of samples, each containing the four primary 
oxides in ten per cent-by weight amounts. ~mich would 
3°w. R. Foster, "Solid-State Reactions in Phase 
Equilibr~um Research. I," Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., 30, 
267-70 (1951).; II, ib:ld., 291-967"" - -
3lw. Guertler~ "Consideration or The~et1cal 
Smelting." Metall. ~· ~·• ~~ 1952-5 (1920). 
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cover the entire interior portion or the quaternary system. 
IC each sample varies rrom another sample by having ten 
per cent more of one component and ten per cent less or a 
second com~onent, then eighty-four samples would be 
necessary £or the survey. 
Sample Notation 
At this point a method ror identifying the sample 
and its composition became necessary. The follot·;ing 
system was dev~sed: Each sample was identified by a series 
oC numbers, the total be1.ng equal to one hW1dred. The 
relative position or the numbers in the series indicated 
the prJ.nury component for \lhich it stood. The1.r value 
represented the per cent by \·Ieight of that ox1.de 
component in the sample. For example, a sample \-;as 
designated ~s 40:30:20:10. Since the order of the 
primary conponents in the 1dent1fY~ng number was as 
follot·1s: CaO:Ti02 :zro2 :S102 , the sample 11as lmotm to 
contain forty per cent lime, thirty per cent titania, 
twenty per cent z1rcon1a, and ten per cent a111ca by 
\'Ieight. The sum of the numbers must equal one hundred 
per cent or the sample. The sample will always be 
rererred to by this identifying number in the remaining 
chapters. For samples containing components with 
fractional percentages or zero per cent, the identifying 
number trill be designated as f'ollo\·ls: 28.6:30.8:0:30.6. 
This reprcsent3 the sample with the composition or sphene 
(CaTiS:Lo5). 
~ne ser~es of eighty-four samples cover~ng the 
interior of the tetrahedron are listed ~n Table v.· They 
may be considered as lying on planes through the tetra-
hedron at constant zirconia content. 
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A final selection or sample compositions was made 
along tho edges of the tetrahedron and on the curface near 
the corners. These samples 1·1ere made so that the decrease 
or increase of phases, as seen in the .X-ray diffraction 
patterns, could be follo\lred 1.n increments or ten per cent 
from a particular compound into the interior of the tetra-
hedron. 
CHAPTER IV 
RA\Jl r·tATERIALS AND SArr1PLE PREPARATION 
A description of the materials used to prepare the 
samples together with the general tnethod of preparing the 
samples will be discussed in this chapter. 
Raw :filaterials 
Source and purity· of ra~t materials. Chemically pure 
calcium carbonate~ t1taltlum dioxide, zirconium dioxide, 
and silicic acid were used as the raw materials ~ pre-
paring the samples for solid-state reaction. A detailed 
description of the source and the ch~cal analysis o£ 
each raw material is found in Table VI. These materials, 
in a f~ely ~vided state 1 were kept in tightly closed 
glass containers so that little chance was possible for 
the moisture content ot: the compounds to change due to 
atmospheric conditions. 
Correot~on factors for per cent oxide in raw 
material. A small sample. five grams, of each raw 
material was calcined in a platinum crucible at 1050° ror 
s~x hours in order to deter~ne the loss in weight. It 
was assumed that any change :1n 1·1e~ght would be due to loss 
of absorbed or che~aally held water and in the case of 
calcium carbonate to dissociation into lime and carbon 
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dioxide gas. FOr purposes of calculating batches ror 
samples the material remaining a£ter this heat treatment 
was a3SU."lled to be one hundred per cent oxide~ The \'Ieight 
losses as calculated and the correction ~actors to be used 
tdth the respective raw material £or a given amount of 
oxide are given in Table VI. A second weight-loss .de-
termination was made at a l.ater date. and no s1gn1f'1cant 
change in the calculated results was found. 
Sample Preparation 
Size of sample. Batch compositions were calculated -
so that each sample would contain a total of ten grams or 
oxides. This weight was chosen because it produced a disk 
or conve~ent size for analysis. The disk was approxi-
mately one ~ch in diameter and one-quarter to one-half 
inch 1n tlrl.ckness after f.:Lring. A ten-gram sample also 
per~tted s~ple conversion from the desired ·composition 
in per cent to the weight in grams or ox~de necessary. 
This size of sample was thought to be small enough to 
allow very intimate ~ing to take place and at the same 
time to be large enough so th.at emall losses or mater:lal 
in handl~ would not noticeably affect the composition. 
\ieighl.ng, ndxing. and pressing samples. All weigh-
ings were made on an analytical balance containing a 
magnetic damper and having a sensitivity of one-twent~eth 
or a mill1.gram. Weighto to the nearest m1.111gram of the 
calculated amount, as sho11n in Table ~I, were placed on 
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one pan or the balance and the sample i.ngred:l.ent added to 
the other pan w1th a spatula until the balance pointer 
indicated zero derlect~on. ~1e weighed mate~ial was care-
rully removed from the g1aas pan by dump1ng onto a sheet 
o£ vellum paper -( 8 l/2 by 11 inches). The j_ngredienta 
were plac_ed in individual piles on the sheet in an ordered 
arrangement so that less chance ~or error was possible, 
since eight samples l·lera usually made at the same time on 
sa para te sheets • After \-.·eighing 1·ras completed, the 
position ~~d the re~tive size or all the p~les o~ each 
:tngredient ;-rere checked l'-Tith the composi.tion table for 
possible errors. 
Mixing was attempted~ a mull~te . mortar with a 
pestle; however. _the _materials were so light and fluffy 
that more loas :from spilling over the edges than ndx:1ng 
was accomplished. Blend~ the ~ngredients with a spatula 
on vellum until a uniform mdxture resulted was round to be 
the moat sat~afactory method or mix~. Vellum is a very 
amooth paper containing no inorganic t~ller. 
The sample was carefully scraped together and trans-
ferred to a steel mold for ma~ disks (l 1/8 ~nch 
diameter). In an electrically-operated hydraulic press 
the sample was compressed at a pressure or 15.000 pounds 
per square :tnch. No need l<~as found tor using a binder to 
hold the sample together. 
After transrerr~ng the pressed samples to disks of 
sheet plat~um on a mullite plaque. they were ready for 
calcination. This was done in a muffle-type furnace 
(heat:Lng chamber. 3 by 4 by 10 inches) heated by a 
chrontl..um-nic.kel electrically resistant element. The 
temperature of the furnace l'las raised !'rom room-tempera-
ture to 1050° :t so• in approximately six hours .. and the 
samples remained at thls temperature for at least six 
more hours. 
After cooling in the furnace. the samples were 
removed and each one was ground in a mulli te mortar with 
a pestle. Most of the particles were smaller than five 
hundredths o£ a ~llirneter in diameter. but because or the 
fluffy consistency of the material. screening was not 
practical. If the srumple contained titania and silica 
which had not been thoroughly mixed by the 1n~t1al blend-
ing. small hard grains would be present in the calcined 
sample wh1ch were carefully crushed during grinding. 
Calcinat~on of the sample after the initial mixing 
was found to be beneficial in several ways. Pirstly~ it 
reduced greatly the bulk of the sample. This gave an 
amount of sample \t1h1ch was convenient for grinding and 
~ng in the mortar and for pressing in the steel mold. 
Secondly1 a very des~able advantage was the loss of the 
fluf.fy and airy consistency of the ra\'t materials. The 
sintering treatment had compacted the particles juat 
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enough so that easy grind~ was poss1b1e. 
The sample 1 w~ch had been intimately ~ed by 
gr~ding, was again placed in the steel mold and 
compressed to 15 1 000 pounds per square ~noh. By care-
fully placing a platinum disk on the sample after it was 
pushed from the mold but not removed from the plunger and 
by inverting the mold, samp1e, and disk carefully. it was 
possible to obtain a complete sample a~ost every time. 




SOLID-STATE REACTION AND FUSION PROCEDURES 
The furnace and the method tor carrying out the 
sol~d-state reaction of the .samples tdll be discussed in 
this chapter. A description of the procedure ~or de-
ter~1ng the fusion temperature of samples also is given. 
An apparatus calle·d a "platinum-strip furnace" \mich was 
constructed specifically for deter~ing the fusion 
temperatures is described ~ Appendix A, and specifications 
are given for building such a furnace. 
Solid-State~eaction Procedure 
The heat treatment tor producing solid-state-
reaction in the samples ~ms carried out in a large electri-
cally heated fUrnace with automatic temperature control. 
This furnace and control may be described as tollowss 
Overall dimensions of .furnace. The .furnace 1r1as 
thirty-eight inches long. thirty inches wide, and thirty 
inches high. Samples were placed 1n the :Curnace through 
an opening in the top. 
Refractory material. The entire heating chamber was 
lined with eight 1nches of insulating brick. The ope~ 
in the top was covered with one-half ~oh or mull~te 
brick and two and one-half inches of ~sulat~ fire 
brick during firing. 
Firing chamber. The size of the !'iring chamber \'tas 
tl':enty inches long, fourteen inches t~ide, and fourteen 
inches high. 
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Heating elements. ·siX 11Globaratt (A.T.O. 710, 42 X 
20 x l l/4, Carborundum Company) served to heat the 
fUrnace. The Globars were arranged in two vertical banks 
of three bars evenly spaced horizontally on the long sides 
ot the firing chamber. The t\~O banks were eight inches 
apart. T\-ro bars t·rere connected in series and these three 
sets of bars were connected 1n each leg or a three-phase, 
one hundred and ten-volt circuit. The .voltage in each 
phase could be regulated separately; in this manner the 
amperage in each Globar could be kept the same. 
Thermocouple. A noble-metal thermocouple (platinum 
versus 10 per cent rhodium plus 90 per cent platinum) in a 
mullite protection tube with compensating lead \'lire was 
used to measure the temperatura or the furnace. 
Temperature measurement and control. A "Micromax" 
(Leeds and Northrup Company) temperature-indicating 
program controller with on-off control of the power and 
range 0° to 1600° \1as used. The program controller was 
set so that the temperature would rise as fast as possible 
to the temperature necessary for the solid-state reaction 
and \'rould hold at this temperature indefinitely. 
The procedure followed for each firing will now be 
described. Samples# after being pressed and placed on 
platinum disks (2 l/2 inches 1n diameter by 0.03 inches in · 
thickness), were evenly spaced on a mullite plaque (9 
inches by 4 1/2 inches by 1/2 inch) lightly sprinkled \'lith 
rounded silica sand. Pive mullite posts, one-half inch in 
diameter and one inch high, \'rere placed on the plaque, four 
at the corners ·and one at the center. A clean mullite 
plaque was · placed on these posts over the samples and the 
other plaque. This was done to prevent extraneous 
material falling from ·the top or the f'urnaoe onto the · 
samples during firing. It was believed this pla,que over 
the samples also helped to. maintain a more uniform heat 
distribution throughout the eight samples during reaction. 
The assembled plaques and samples, shown in Figure 7, 
were placed on a rire-clay brick pier so that they were in 
the center of the !'iring chamber. The temperature-
controlling thermocouple \'Tas placed so that the junction 
of the element inside the protection tube was at the same 
height in the firing chamber as the samples. The pro-
tection tube just touched the edge of' the mullite plaques. 
After placing the refractory covering over the opening, the 
furnace \'las ready to be fired. 
The heating schedule was arranged to raise the 
temperature or the samples to the reaction temperature in 
approximately eight hours. The current to the Globars \'las 
set at an amount whioh would increase the temperature of 
the furnace to 1000° in four hours. At this time the 
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current -rras increased., and the reaction temperature, 
usually 1350° to 1450°1 'L'laB obtained in the f'urnaoe 1n 
four more hours. The temperature .no1'1 was maintained 
constant at the selected point by an automatic control 
mechanism. A check on the actual temperature or the 
£urnace, while ·being held at 1450° by the control 
mechaniem, ·was made with a second calibrated thermocouple 
and potentiometer, and it did not show any variation 
greater than £ive degrees from 1450°. This reaction 
temperature \lias maintained in the fUrnace for four hours. 
At the end of this period the power was shut off and the 
furnace was allowed to cool. If any of the samples were 
expected to ndust", the plaques and samples were removed. 
from the furnace at 600° and the "dusting" samples were 
placed 1n porcelain dishes. This prevented contamination 
and loss of sample. It no samples were expected to 
"dust 11 , the f'urnace l'tas allo~1ed to cool to 300° before the 
samples were remove~. This amount or cooling took about 
twelve hours. The samples \·lere placed in a desiccator to 
await further analysis. 
Some of the samples developed a liquid phase which 
caused difficulty in their removal from the platinum 
disks; however, by very caref'ull,- peeling the platinum 
back from the samples, very few or the platinum disks 
were torn. 
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Fusion Temperature Deter.mination 
The platinum-strip furnace which was constructed for 
determining the fusion temperatures of the samples is 
described in Appendix A. The heating element for this 
furnace -- a strip ot forty per cent rhodium plus sixty 
per cent platinum. three-quarters or an inch long. three-
sixteenth or an inch wide~ and two-hundredths or an inch 
thick -- \~Jas bent in the shape ot a U. The diameter or 
the semicircle at the bottom of the strip was one-eighth 
or an inch. This u-sha.ped strip. when placed in position 
between the contact clamps of the air-cooled electrodes, 
could be heated as high as 1860° by passing a low-voltage 
current (approximately one volt) through it. 
Calibration or the temperature or the strip was 
accomplished in the following manner. A small sample. 
about one-eighth of a cubic millimeter • or crystalline 
di9pside (CaMgS12o6). which has a sharp melting point at 
1391°. was placed at the bottom of the u-shaped strip. 
-
The current to the f'urnace \'laS turned on and the voltage 
increased with the coarse adjustment until the strip had 
a dull red glow. * An optical pyrometer was sighted on 
the glotting strip and moved aa close to the sample as 
was possible without losing a sharp focus. When the 
optical pyrometer was set to read temperatures on the low 
• Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 
- Cat. No. 8622-c 
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* scale , it was possible to see the sample lying on the hot 
strip. An observation of the glO\'ling strip through the 
optical pyrometer shotfed a dark band extending across the 
bottom ot the strip with the sample lying at the center. 
On either 3ide of this dal .. l<: band was seen a brighter band 
lying just 1'-:here the semicircular section or the strip 
approaches the straight sides of the ·U-shaped strip. The 
color of the filw~nt in the optical pyrometer was matched 
with the color or the bright band .on the plat~um strip. 
As the voltage was raised slowly with the coarse adjust-
ment, the sample was observ~d through the optical 
pyrometer using the .low temperature rangeJ suddenly the 
edges or the samples were seen to slump and a bright spot 
appeared 'i'lhere the sample melted. · The increase or voltage 
was halted and the temperature \·ras measured, after cha.'lging 
to the high temperature range. It was found to be 1275°. 
After allowing about fifteen seconds for the sample to come 
to equ111br1wn at this particular temperature, the current 
was turned off by a throw switch. It diopside liquid had 
formed, it would be quenched to a glass by the sudden 
chilling of the platinum strip. The strip and sample were 
observed under a binocular microscope (magnification 15X) 
and a clear glass bead 'ttaa seen. This indicated the tempera-
ture of the d1ops1de had exceeded its melting point or 
1391 °. The sample then was heated to a temperature ot 
* Temperature ranges: low, 825°-1225°1 high. 1075°-1750° 
- Centigrade 
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1300° l:hich \'las held for one-halr · minute in order to allow 
-
the diopside to crystallize; 1 t \'las "seeded" by placing 
some particlea or the crystalline diopside on the surface 
or the bead or by scratching slightly with a platinum .wire. 
After mah."'ing certain by observation with the microscope 
that tha diopaide had crystall1zed 1 it was heated again 
slo"£·;ly. This time the optical pyrometer was set at a · 
temperature of 1255°. l·'lhen the color of the bright band 
was near that of the filament, increase of the voltage · 
't·rith the coarse control was stopped and the c.olors t>1ore 
. finally matched by increasi~ the voltage slowly with the 
fine control. After the colors 1·rere m:3.tched and the 
sample was allowed to come to equilibrium, it was quenched 
and exa.rnined under the microscope. The presence or 
crystals 1rras indicated by the 11hite opalescence. Again, 
t..l1e pyrometer \•tas set to 1265° and the sample heated 
, 
slowly until the fil~~ent and bright band matched colors. 
After quenching, some of the sections or the di~pside 
bead appeared haz.y lli~der the microscope due to the 
presence of crystals while other sections appeared clear. 
It was assumed that this temperature (1265°) represented 
the melting point of diopside. Thus, a correction of 126 
degrees must be added to all melting points a3 determined 
by this operator for temperatures in the vicinity or 
1390° (see Table IX). A precision in the measurement or 
-
temperature by this method probably does not exceed plus 
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or minus ten degrees. 
The samples wore tested in a manner much like that 
used for calibration. Because of the very small amount or 
material req~ed by this technique, every precaution was 
taken to have a sample representative or the composition. 
In the case of .samples for the quaternary system, wide 
melting ranges were encountered for certain compositions. 
Some samples would start to slump at a given temperature, 
but a · clear glass could not be obtained by quenching until 
a· ·much higher temperature· had been reached. This range 
would probably be a good indication of the solidus and 
liquidus temperatures for these samples. 
CHAPTER VI 
EXPmtiMENTAL DATA 
The results of the experimental portion of the in-
vestigation ot phase relationships in the quaternary 
system l1me-t1tania-zirootua-s1lica will be presented in 
this chapter. These data will include the physical 
properties, the ~-ray diffraction analysis, and the ~usion 
behavior ot samples representing compositions in this 
system. 
Physical Properties 
When the·samples were removed from the furnace after 
solid-state reaction, they were carefUlly e~ned for 
color, texture, and firing shrinkage. Any noticeable 
variation in the gradual change or these physical 
properties from one sample to the next in a given 
direction in the tetrahedron should be usetul in indi-
cating a change in the phase composition of the samples. 
It was hoped this information would aid in interpreting 
the x-ray data. 
Color. The colors of the samples, 1~1ted to shades 
or white, yellow., cream, green, tan, and brown, are 
listed in Tables II, III, IV, and V. 
Texture. Texture will be used to describe the 
extent ot vitrification of the samples. A sample with a 
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granular appearance was called porous or aintered. while a 
sample with a glassy surface was called vitreous. In some 
1netanoes crystals were observed in the sample and this 
fact was noted. If the sample had lost part or all or ita 
original shape due to the formation or liquid. the sample 
was described as having partly f'uaed or tused down. Under 
Texture 1n Tables II 1 III, IV, and V, the degree of vi tr1-
f1oat1on of the samples will be found described by these 
terms. 
Shrinkage. The linear shrinkage tor all samples was 
determined when possible. The average diameter of the 
samples after being pressed was approx~tel7 twenty-nine 
millimeters. After a sample had been fired, the diameter 
was measured again. It the sample was smaller 1n diameter 
than before tiring, 1 t was reported as having a f'irina; 
shrinkage ot as many millimeters as it had lost. In a tew 
cases, the diameter after firing was greater than the 
original diameterJ such a sample was reported as having 
negative tiring shrinkage. In lli8JlY cases the sample 
"dusted" (a spontaneous disintegration of the sample 
caused by the volume effect ot ~ ~Y inversion ot 
dioalcium silicate) before the diameter could be measured. 
All this 1ntormat1on is tound in Tablee II, III, IV, and v. 
X~ay D1tt.ract1on Ana;ysis 
The sucoesstul completion ot this study using solid-
state reaction depended on the ab111t.J ot the investigator 
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to determine tho products of reaction. Because o£ the 
tendency for solid-state reactions to form cryst&ls or 
very ~nute.s1ze, the usual optical methods of 1dent1r1oa-
t1on were or little use. The be3t and only means which 
\tTas available for determining the crystalline com.poa1t1t~n 
of the samples \'1a3 X-ray diffraction analysis. The 
nppara tus and procedure tthich were used ~or x-ray identi-
fication of the samples will be deEcribed and the results 
which were obtained will be presented. 
Apparatus. X-ray diffraction patterns for the 
samples were obta~od from a Norelco 1 Geiger-Muller 
counter_ X-ray spe~trometer 1 type 42322, and automati-
cally recording &own Eleotronik str-ip-chart potentiometer. 
C~ radiation (A :111 1.542 a.u.) filtered through n1okel 
foil was used 1n making all patterns. The Geiger- cour..ter 
arm traveled over a section of the gon1Ql'lleter scale from 
ninety degrees to ten degrees (2 x Bragg Angle) at the 
rate of two degrees per minute, and the recording-chart 
speed was one-halt degree per minute. The sensitivity or 
the impulse-measuring circuit and the intensity or the 
current produoeo could be varied. These were set to give 
the best curves tor the samples. 
Procedure. The samples atter solid-phase reaction 
were placed 1n a desiccator and lcept there until prepared 
for x-ray analyai&l this was usuallY w1t~ one daJ from 
the time the)' were removed rram the f'urnaoe. Thus, hJgro-
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scopic phases like l~e had very little chance to absorb 
moisture. A sample was broken into pieces and a quarter 
of the amount was placed in a mull1te mortar and crushed 
to powder (minus 200 mesh). It a sample was too hard tor 
hand crushing. it \"las placed in a "diamond" mortar and 
crumbled before being placed in the mullite mortar. In 
this case an Alnico magnet was passed through the crumbled 
sample to remove any steel chips. 
The sample holder was a sheet of Lucite plastic 
shaped like a microscope slide. A hole one-half inch in 
diameter was cut through the slide near one end. The 
bottom or the hole was covered with a glass slide to rorm 
a cavity one-half inch in diameter by one-sixteenth or an 
inch in deptQ. In this cavity the powdered sample was 
placed. After tamping and smoothing the sample with a 
spatula, a second glass slide was placed over the top ot 
the filled hole and the whole contrivance inverted. The 
bottom slide. now on top, was carefully removed, leaving 
a flat surface of sample tor the x-ray beam. The sample 
and holder were then plaoed in the x-ray-apparatus sample 
holder. 
Each time a series of samples \'tere to be analyzed, a 
sample of alpha quartz was placed in the x-ray apparatus 
and the position of the strongest reflection tor this 
material (D-value = 3.32 a.u.) was noted on the goniometer 
scale. This procedure was followed to insure the correct 
alignment of the x-ray beam 1 sample, and Geiger counter. 
Usually the eight samples from each firing were placed in 
the x-ray diffraction apparatua one after the other. 
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Da. ta. The important x-ray dittrac tion retlec tiona 
tor the sixteen standard samples are shown in Table VIII. 
This group included the tour primary P'taaes with two poly-
morphic forms ror zirconia and ailica and the ten secondary 
phases. Tha D-values of the standard samples listed in 
Table VIII may be compared with values found in the litera-
ture (see Table I) tor these compounds. 
The phases which were found to be present in the 
samples by x-ray diffraction analysis arter comparison with 
patterns tor the standard samples are listed in Tables II, 
III, IV, and. V. Other 1nf'orma tion in these tables includes 
the calculated phases tor the particular sample. The 
experimentally deter.mined phases tor the samples are 
listed with each composition point in the aeries of cross-
sectional planes .for the quaternary system. See Figure 
2, a to 1 inclusive. 
PUsion Behavior. 
PUsion data were collected for samples which had 
melted down during solid-phase reaction ~t 1350•. These 
samples were chosen tor tus1on analysis because a part ot 
the problem was to indicate lowest melting regions or the 
quaternary system. The melting points, as determined by 
the platinum-strip turnaoe, are listed 1n Table IX. 
CHAPT:ffi VII 
CALCULATIONS 
when all the compatibility tetrahedra for the quater-
nary system Ca0-T1o2-zro2-sio2 had been determined by 
exper1.mental maans, it was possible to apply Dahl's 
':.'2 
analytical method~ for calculating the relative amounts 
or each crystalline phase to be expecteo in any sample of 
the system. If this method ror determining phase relation-
ships was to be used- the assumption had to be made that 
complete reaction had occurred and that no solid solution 
had formed in the namples. 
The quaternary system will be treated by the analyti-
cal method to demonstrate the procedure for calculating the 
phases and amounts o£ each which may be expected in any 
given sample. The equations which are necessary to locate 
the secondary system in which a particular composition is 
found and to convert from the primary components to 
secondary components will be derived and presented for the 
quaternary system. 
Quaternary Systeo 
The crystalline phases in the primary quaternary 
system CaO-T1o2-zro2 -s102 are sho\-rn in Figure 8. These 
phases were represented by abbreviated chemical formulae 
32Dahl. op. cit •• J. ~· and Colloid ~·· 698-729. 
which simplified the calculations. In this system the 
oxide components cao. T102 , zro2, and s1o2 were represented 
by the letters C, T, z. and S respectively. The compounds 
ware then designated by combinations o£ the letters c, T. 
z, and S; tor example, sphene, a ternary compoUP1 with the 
chemical formula CaO•Ti02 •Si02, was referred to as CTS and 
the binary compound dicalcium silicate, 2CaO·S102 , as c2s. 
The system C-T-Z-3 as seen in Figure 8 is composed of 
fifteen individual quaterDar7 systems. A better view of 
the relationShip between the subsystems can be obtained by 
referring to Figure 9. It was convenient to refer to the 
system C-T·Z-S as the "primary system" and to any or the 
subsystems such as CT-cz-cs-CTS as a "secondary system." 
The term "secondary system" is limited to those systems 
containing the same number of components as the primary 
system, in this case, four. Components of the primary 
and secondary systems were referred to as primar,J and 
secondary components respectively. The fifteen secondar,y 
systems into which the primar,J quaternary system is 
divided, together with the components, are shown in 
Figure 8. I'igures 8a to 8d are selected sections or the 
prima.r7 tetrahedron in which the secondary systems can be 
presented for more detailed observation. 
Because the secondary systems are related to the 
primary system through the composition of their components, 
there are mutual relations among the secondary systems. 
Pr;mary-to-secondary conversion. It was necessary 
in this :tork to be able to convert compositions expressed 
in terms of primary components c~ T, z, and s to composi-
tions in terms or secondary components CTS~ CT, cz, etc. 
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To 1llu3trate the derivation of the equations for 
primary-to-secondary conversion, consider the subsystem 
Z•CS-ZS-CTS (No. 5) delineated in Figure Be. The problem 
is to derive equations for converting a composition falling 
within this volume ru1d expressed in primary components C, 
T, z. and S into a composition expressed in secondary 
components z. cs. ZS, and CTS. The molar compo31tions or 
the secondary components are indicated in their formulae 
and involve small tmole numbers, thus it ls convenient to 
derive equat~ons in molar form. The composition of a 
sample when expressed in terms of moles is designated by 
c, !• z, and ~,; 1men expressed 1n terms of we1g."lt, by c, 
T, z, and s. In any mixture~ lmown in terms of the weight 
of the primary components c, T- z~ and s, let £• !_, ~~ and 
~represent the number o~ moles or c, T, z, and S 
respectively, and let y. ~~ X, and! represent the number 
of moles or z, CS, ZS, and CTS respectively. Proceeding 
as though the primary components are actually combined 
in the form of the compounds designated as secondary 
components, it can be seen from the chemical rormul~ z. 
cs. ZS 1 and CTS that ~here are present ~ moles of C 1n the 
form of cs, and !moles of C in the form CTS. This may be 
expressed ~ equation form as follows: 
- c 




V +X • Z 
- -
W.+X+Y • S 
-
Equations (1)~ (2).(3), and (4) may be solved 
·simultaneously for v. w, x. andY. Evaluating: 
-- - - -
Moles ot z • V ~ Z+C-s 
-
" 
11 CS • W • C-T 
-











These equations. which -are in molar form. were 
oonverted to peroentage torm using the molecular weights 
found in Table I as follows: 
In any quantity ot mixture the moles of 
.£ • C/56.08 • O.Ol783C v- z - vjl23.22 - o.00812V 
! • T/79.90 - 0.01252'1' w = cs = W/179.14 = 0.00861W 
! .. zjl23.22 .. o.oo812Z X c:: zs a X/183.28 • O.Q0546X 
~ • S/60.06 m 0.016658 Y • CTS = Y/196.04 - o.00519Y 
-
When these values are subs t1 tuted 1n equa tiona ( 5) • 
(6). (7). and (8) the following equations are obta1neda 
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~eight of Z = V = Z + 2.197C - 2.052S 
" " CS ~ W ~ 2.07lC - 1.454T 
tt 
" 
" zs AU X *= ].0525 - 3.268c 
•• CTS = Y ;:; 2 .454T 
Sample calculation or equation (9)s 
Equation ( 5) Moles of Z • V = Z+C-S 
Substituting. 
Weight of Z • V/123.22 m (Z~3.22+C/56.08-S/60.06) 
n " Z a V ~ 123.22(Z/l23.22+C/56.08-S/60.06) 






Exampl~ of primary-to-seoonda.~ conver51on for a 
sample having the composition 20:10:35:35~ By substitu-
ting the composition of the sample., kno\'m 1n weight per 
cent of primary components and lyLng rdthin tha secondary 
quaternary system in question, ~ equations (9)., (10), 
(11)., and (12), it is possible to calculate the weight-
percentage composition ~ terms o~ the secondary 
components. Por example., the following results are 
obtained: 
U C • 20 per oent b7 weight 
T 2a 10 " 
Z • 35 II 









Then z = 7.2 per oent by weight 
cs = 26.9 " " n " 
zs = 41.4 n " " " 
CTS = 24.5 " " " " 
The equations ot ternary systems or boundary equa-
tions ot Alkemade tetrahedra. The equa tiona for prirnary-
to•seoondary conversion are positive for. all compositions 
lying within the above secondary system. For all composi-
tions lying outside the system at least one of the equa• 
tiona is negative. Ir the substitution of a composition 
in one ot the equations leads to a value or zero, the 
composition is in the ternary system represented by the 
other three components or on the extension ot that system. 
This is one or the tour ternary systems which far;m the 
boundaries or the particular quaternary system 1n question. 
Referring to the equations (5), (6), (7), . and (8), it is 
found that compositions which give a value of zero when 
substituted 1n equation (7) are in the ternary system 
z-cs-cTs or an extension ot that plane. The equation 
s-c • 0 is satisfied by every composition 1n the system 
z-cs-cTs. In this manner the equations for the ternary 
systems bounding the quaternary system z-cs-zs-CTs may 
be round by equating the right hand members of equations 







Z+C-S = 0 
c-T = o 
s-c = o 
T = 0 
Each secondary quaternary system is bounded by four 
systems or three components • . The equations for ternary-
component systems will therefore be referred to as 
boundary equations. In Figure 10 the boundary equations 
are shown with the appropriate ternary systems for the 
secondary quaternary system z-cs-zs-crrs. 
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If the ternary system z-cs-CTS, Figure 10, is taken 
as an example, it l>Vill be seen that all compositions lying 
within this system will satisfy the boundary equation 
s-c = 0; for exampie, 19:11:50:20. In addition, composi-
tions falling in the plane T-z-cs, ~ih1ch are not within 
the ternary system z-cs-CTS but are in the primary system, 
will also satis~ the equationj for example, 12:25:50:13. 
Thus, T = 100 will fall on this plane. It will be seen 
that the equation s-c = 0 represents a plane of infinite 
extent and will always divide the primary system into two 
parts. It will be possible, therefore, to use these 
boundary equations to classify compositions with reference 
to the secondary systems in which they lie. It a positive 
sign is obtaLned when a composition is substituted into 
the boundary expression, the composition is on the aide 
of the boundary system toward the primary components with 
the positive signs in the expressionJ for example, 
S in s-c u o. If negative, it will be on the side toward 
the components with negative terms 1n the expreasionJ for 
example, c in s-c = o. 
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Classification key for compositions. In a ternary 
system the secondary system to which any given composition 
belongs may be determined graphioally. In the case of a 
system with four or more oomponents pictorial methods are 
not satisfactory and analytical methods must be used to 
locate a given composition~ Boundary expressions may be 
used tor this purpose. To illustrate a systematic method 
of classifying compositions with reference to the 
secondary system in which they lie, the boundary ex-
pressions tor the quaternary system ~ Figure 10 are shown 
in Figure 11. It will be seen that the boundary equation 
S-C = 0 for the system Z-CS·CTS divides the primary 
quaternary system into two parts containing the secondary 
quaternary systems l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 as a group which is 
positive to the expression and aystams 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, and 15 as a group which is negative. The first 
group may be d1 vided further into two subgroups by the 
expression T-C=O for the system z-s-CTS. Systems 1-3 are 
positive to that expression and systems 4 and 5 are 
negative. By reference to the boundary equations in 
Figure ll any composition 1n molar form may be traced to 
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the particular secondary system 1n uhich 1 t lies. To 
aoeompl1sh tbia a.11thout a diagru.r.t., all that is neoessary 
is to 1nd1cato ~~e aucoesaive stepn in a table arranged in 
a form sho~:L"lb tha groups and subgroups tr1th reference to 
the signa of the boundary expressions. 
Table X is a k~y of this type to be used for the 
analytical classification or compooit1ons 1n the system 
CaO-T1o2-zro2~s1o2 • Althoug..'l such a lcey m...-:cy be devised on 
a. percentage basia it is more convenient to set it up 1n a 
molar forr1. 
To apply the key, each c~~osit1on under considera-
tion must be expressed in molar rorm. It may be expressed 
as tho nur.lbcr or moles in a.ny quantity of material. For 
example, the percentage of each primary component 1n a 
sample may be divided by the molecular weight to obtain 
the number o£ moles per one hundred grams or material. 
In this case: 
c Per oent CaO 0 0.0178 (% CaO) m 56.08 
T &:It Per aent T102 19.9o - 0.0125 (% '1'102) 
-
z Per cent zro2 0.0081 (~ Zr02) ::a 123.22 -
s Per cent :D 60.o6 
S102 ca 0.0166 (% 3102) 
These quantities may be multiplied by a constant to 
obtain values to be substituted in the alass1f1cnt1on key. 
In this manner the number of arithmetical operations 
required for converting percentage compositions to molar 
quantities is reduced. For example, each quantity may be 







= 56.08 (~ CaO) 56. 8 
= 56.08 (~T102) 79. 0 
= 56.08 (~Zr02) 123. 2 
= 56.o8 (~ SiO?) bo. 6 · 
::: % CaO 
The values of £, !,.. ~.. and ~ obtained in this manner are 
the number of moles or CaO, T102, Zr02 , and s1o2 
. . 
respectively in 5608 grams ot sample. This eliminates 
computation of c. 
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If substitution of a composition 1n one or the 
boundary equations in the classifioat1on key leads to a 
value of zero, the composition is on the boundary between 
two quaternary systems. One or these systems will be 
round by assuming the value to be negative. and the other, 
by ass~ng the value to be positive. The components 
common to both these quaternary systems are the components 
ot the ternary system in which the composition lies. FOr 
example, 1£ ~he composition is in the system z-cs-cTS. the 
equation s-c=O 1·1111 be equal to zero. It the value is 
assumed to be positive, the composition will be traced to 
system 5 (Z-CS-ZS-CTS) in Table X. If the value is 
assmned to be negative~ the composition ~dll be traced to 
system 9 (z-cz-cs-CTS). The components z~ cs~ and CTS 
are common to both systems 5 and 9. The composition of' 
the sample is, therefore, in the ternary system Z-CS-CTS. 
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Conversion from prtmary-to-secondary components. In 
the course of applying the key, the expressions for the 
boundaries or the secondary system being sought are always 
among those equations which have been evaluated. It t~rill 
be convenient then if these expressions, in molar form, 
can be used directly in primary-to-secondary-component 
conversion. \'lhat is needed for this purpose is a series 
o£ equations in which the quantities or the primary 
components are· expressed in moles and those or the 
secondary components are expressed in grams, in some 
specified total quantity. As an eY~ple, consider the 
system CT-cz-cs-CTS ~ Figure 12 (System 10). For this 
system the follol'ling equations \'tere calculated: 
J\loles of CT = v = c-z-s (13) 
---
P,toles or cz = w = z (14) 
f•loles or cs =X = C-T-Z (15) 
---
~1oles of CTS = Y = T+Z+S-C (16) 
-~--
In these equations the quantities or both the 
primary and the secondary components refer to the number 
or moles in any total weight of material# this total 
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quantity of material being the same throughout. If the 
total quantit.y or material is specified as one hundred 
grams, and if V, w, X, and Y represent percentages or CT, 
cz, cs, and CTS (grams per one hundred grams) respectively, 








X = 116.14 
y D 19§.07& 
Substituting these expressions in equations (13), 
(14), (15), and (16), 
Per cent CT = V ~ 135.98(£-~-~) 
cz = w = 179.30(~) 
CS = X = 116.14(£-!-Z) 
CTS = Y = 199.o4(T+Z+S-C) 
~- ---
It t-1111 be remembered that the quantities .Q_, !• !, 
· and ~ represent the number or moles 1n 5608 grams of 
material and not 100. Thus the values or v, w, X, and Y 
will be 56.08 times the percentage sought. In that case 
the coefficients of the boundary expressions must be 
divided by 56.08 obtaining: 
Per cent CT = V = 2.425(C·Z-S) 
cz = w D 3.197(Z) 
CS = X = 2.07l(C-T-Z) 
CTS = Y • 3.496(T+Z+S-C} 
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These equations are derived for the conversion or primary 
compositions to secondary compositions after det~ng 
whether the composition is in the quaternary system 
CT-CZ-CS-CTS, as shown by the method described in Table X. 
Similar equations are shown for all of the secondary 
quaternary systems in the primary tetrahedron in Table XI. 
Ternary Sys terns 
Classification keys and formulae tor phase determi~ 
tion. Tables containing class1t1cation keys and formulae 
tor determining the composition of samples have been set 
up tor the four limiting ternary systems. 
Table XII contains the boundary equations lihich 
permit determination of the Alkemade triangle. in the 
appropriate system. tor a particular sample when the 
-composition is known in primary components. These keys 
are ror the systems CaO-T1o2-Zro2 , CaO-Zro2-s1o2• 
CaO-T102-s1o2 • and T102-Zro2-s1o2 • The ternary keys are 
used in the same manner as the qua ternary key which was 
discussed on page 51· 
After the correct composition triangle has been de-
termined ror a ternary sample by use of Table XII# the 
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appropriate set or formulae are round in Table XIII. The 
percentage of eaah pru~ component is set in the equat1o~ 
and the formulae are solved for the percentage of each 
secondary component in the sample. 
CHAPTER VIII 
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The interpretation or the data and the results for 
the study or the quaternary system 11me-t1tan1a-z1roonia-
s111ca by a solid-phase-reaction technique at 1400° will 
be presented and discussed in this chapter. General 
trends in physical properties such as color, texture, and 
:firing shrinkage will be desct--1bed as they are found in 
the primary tetrahedron. The fusion temperature of 
specific samples will be correlated with vitrification data 
and low-melting regions 1n the tetrahedron will be indi-
cated. Intorn~tion on the x-ray-diffraction powder 
patterns ~dll be evaluated, the comp~t1b111~ relation-
ships will be set, and the phases 1n each sample, which 
have been calculated by an analytical treatment of the 
system, will be compared l'rith the actual experimental 
results. 
Physical Properties 
By reference to the physical properties listed in 
Tables II~ III, IV, and V, certain trends in the color, 
the texture (extent or vitrification near 1400°), and the 
firing shrinknge can be interred for the system. 
Beginning at the edge or the tetrahedron represented 
by the bi~ system Zr02-s1o2, all samples are white. 
The color changes from white to bro\tn as the T102 content 
is increased and from \\'hite to ycllottt-tan as the CaO 
content is increased. 
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The texture o£ samples ia c~lky -- degree or vitri-
fication is low ·- near the CaO and s1o2 apexes or the 
tetrahedron. Near the zro2 apex the samples are more 
vitreous and near the T102 apex they are glassy -· 
completely vitreous. Most liquid is formed between T102 
and CaS103 near CaT1Sio5• v~'hen more than 20 per cent zro2 
is present ~n tne sample. the degree of fusion at 1400° 
shows a sharp decrease toward 100 per cent zro2 • 
If cas1o3 is present with CaT1Sio5 in a sample containing 
a low ooncentrat1on or Zro2 ~ there is a tendency for white 
scale-like crystals to form~ if the sample has been rusedJ 
whereas, if T102 is present instead or CaSi05, long dark 
needles of rutile penetrate the sample. More detailed 
melting information on some samples l'lill be round under 
the section on fUsion temperature whioh is to follow. 
Samples ~dth high CaO or 3102 contents (70 per cent) are 
usually porous \'Then tired to 1400° \'Ihereas those high in 
T102 or zro2 are usually vitrified. 
In looking for general trends in tiring shrinkage, 
it is found that those samples high in s1o2 and zro2 have 
very little shrinkage when fired to 1400°; whereas. those 
high in CaO have negative shrinkage (expand slightly) and 
those high in T102 have high shrinkage. 
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Although it \iould be imposoible to set up the compati-
bility relations~ps on these physical data alone. they 
have been useful to oorrelate these data with the X-ray 
reaultG. Gradual changes in a:ny physical property usually 
can be associated with changes in amounts of certain phases 
in the samples and drastic changes from one sample to the 
next often indicate the presence ot a new component and 
the disappearance or another. 
Experimental Results 
The experintental reaul ts l'!ill be presented as a 
sectioned tetrahedron (see Figure 2), and the X-ray dif-
raction data will be discussed under the headings or 
Standard Samples and Samples. 
Planes of constant ZrOg content. Figure 2 (parts a 
to 1) consists of a series of tr1~~1al diagrams each or 
which represents a cross-section of . the quaternary system 
Ca0-T1o2-zro2-sio2 at o9nstant zro2 content. There is a 
diagram for each ten per cent increment of zro2• Samples 
lying in a particular section all have been plotted at 
the indicated composition. The phases which have been 
found to be present 1n the samples by X-ray analysis are 
listed 1n order of decreasing amounts. The sections are 
divided into compatibility areas and it there is any 
indication of liquid or solid solution being present this 
information is given. 
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X-ray patterns or samples after solid-state reaction. 
All X-ray data were taken from samples after they had been 
subjected to solid-state reaction. 
Standard samples. The X-ray data shown in Table 
VIII and referred to as standards l1ere made from samples 
which have the composition of known compounds or phases in 
the basic quaternary system. These patterns have been 
compared with similar patterns round in the literature for 
these compounds (see Table I). 
The X-ray data used to identity ca3T12o7 did not 
agree completely with that listed in Table I. A double 
peak at D-values of 1.84 and 1.91 was used to indicate the 
presence of ca3T12o7 in the X-ray patterns of samples in 
this investigation. 
The identification or ca3s12~ was very difficult 
because the intensity of the various reflections 1n the 
standard pattern seemed to depend on the degree of heat 
treatment which the sample received during solid-phase 
reaction. 
Samples. Table III contains the data tor the 
samples lying on edges or the basic tetrahedron and Table 
IV, data ror samples lying at the surface or this tetra-
hedron; that 1a, samples containing two and samples con-
taining three components respectively. Table V contains 
the data for samples lying within the basic tetrahedron} 
that is, samples containing four components. The phases 
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which have been found 1n the x-ray diffraction patterns by 
comparison with the standard patterns are listed 1n de-
creasing order of intensity of the reflections. In genera~ 
this may be associated with the same decreasing amount of 
each phase present in the sample. In the column headed 
Calculated Phases# the compounds which were calculated to 
be present when the oompat1b111ty areas or the primary 
quaternary system had been established are listed in order 
or decreasing amount. The data in these two columns should 
agree if the compatibility tetrahedron has been drawn cor-
rectly. This assumes, ot course# that no solid solutions 
have formed and that solid-state reaction has been 
completed. 
Figure 2 is the only ternary system (Ca0-T102-S102 ) 
in the quaternary system for l*ih1ch a complete equilibrium 
diagram has been reported. Thus, it is a good base tor 
starting the study or the phase relationships in the 
quaternary system. Since the compatibility triangles are 
known tor this system# it was only necessary to make 
samples of compounds in the system that would be used tor 
standards. In Figures 3, 4, and 5 are shown the composi-
tions or samples together with the x-ray analysis or their 
phaae compositions which were used in order to set up the 
compatibility triangles ror the three remaining limiting 
ternary systems. 
Binary systems. The binary systems (the edges of 
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the primary quaternary tetrahedron) l·rill not be discussed 
since the phase relationships for these systems will be 
evident f.rom the discussion or the ternary and the quater-
nary systems. 
L1m1t1ng ternary systems. 
CaO•T102-s1o2• The phase relationships in the 
ternary system CaO-T1o2-s1o2 are shotfll, aocor~ing to 
Devries, in Figure 2. The results of the aolid-phaso re• 
action in samples 1n the present study agree with the 
divisions as reported by DeVries. The main point ot 
interest in the diagram as shown is the presence of the 
compound ca3T12o7• This compound, at least in solid-state 
reactions, is difficult to identity by x-ray analysis. 
The pattern is very similar to that or CaTio3• It was not 
possible to find a pattern in the ASTM card file which 
agreed well with the x-ray pattern obtained tor the 
standard sample; thus ca3Ti20r could not be positively 
identified 1n the samples. 
T102-zro2-s1o2 • The phase diagram tor the 
· ternary system Ti02-zro2-s1o2 (Sot-nnan and Andrews) must be 
revised since the compound TiZro4 has been identified. The 
phase assemblages as determined trom the data are shown 1n 
Figure 3. It tdll be seen that the composition ot samples. 
indicated by black dots on the diagrams, agrees well ltith 
the phase assemblages shown. The x-ray pattern tor Sample 
Osl5&57:28 seems to indicate the presence or a very small 
amount or the compounds T1Zro4 and · cristobalite~ but this 
may be dua to incomplete equilibrium conditions; that is~ 
the compound T1Zro4 may form more easily than ZrS1o4 and 
sufficient time tor complete conversion to all Zr3104 and 
T102 has not been given in firing. 
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Silica is present as cristobalite wheneve~ !t occurs 
in a sample in this ternary systa~ just as zirconia ie 
found in the monoclinic form. 
From the phases present in the samples for this 
system (see Table III)~ joins have b~en shown to exist 
between the compounds T102 and ZrS104 and between T1Zro4 
and zrs1o4 • No i...~dice.tion of any ternary compound or 
extensive solid solution was found in the data. 
Ca0-T102-Zro2• The phase assemblages for the 
ternary system Ca0-T102 -Zro2 are found 1n Figure 4. The 
Alkemade triangles have been drawn after the phase analysis 
or the indicated samples l'Tas knol'm. The existence of joins 
between zro2 and CaT103, and be~1aen Cazro3 and CaT1o3 was 
established. The X-ray analysis of five samples on the 
·cazro3-caTio3 join seems to indicate the ·presence or a 
complete series of solid solutions. The join Cazro3-
ca3T12o7 must exist as drawn; however~ because or the 
difficulty of identifying ca3T120r• it could not be 
differentiated from CaT1o3• 
Since the compound T1zro4 has been shown to exist~ a 
Join may be drawn from it to CaTio3 • The composition or 
samples near this Join oontirms the existence of the join. 
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Zirconia is found in the monoclinic rorm with in-
creasing T102 content and 1n the cubic form with increasing 
CaO content. 
CaO-Zro2-s1o2 • The ternary system CaO-Zro2 -
S102 has a large variety of possible phase relationships 
because of the nine phases it contains. The data tor the 
samples in this system. see Table III. lead to the arrange-
ment or phases shown in Pigure 5. The important join for 
setting up the oompat1bility relationships 1s between zro2 
and CaS1o3; after this was determined and ver1£1ed the 
other joins could be drawn as shown. The compotmds ca2s1o4 
and ca3s12~ are not easy to identify in the x-ray-
diffraction powder pattern or the samples. The presence of 
ca2s1o4 in a sample, however, was shown by "dusting" or the 
sample as it cooled to room temperatureJ that is, ca2s1o4 
has a polymorphic change near 600° accompanied by a large 
-
volume change which causes the sample to crumble to po1-tder. 
Quaternary system CaO-T102-zro2-s1o2 • 
~loratory samples. Several exploratory samples 
containing all four components were made and examined 
before setting out on the systematic study of the interior 
ot the quaternary system CaO·T100-zrO~-S10~. ~ne location 
... .... -
and !)haae analysis of these four aamples may be seen 1n 
Figure 6, a section through the !)rima.ry tetrahedron con-
taining the compoWlda zro2 ~ s1o2, and CaT1o3• The 
compounds ZrS1o4 and CaT1S105 also lie in this section. 
The compositions of the samples v;ere chosen to indicate 
whether a join exists between CaT1Sio5 - Zl1 S1o4, between 
ZrS1o4 - CaTio3, or between CaT1S1o5 - zro2 • After 
analyzing the X-ray patterns of the samples 1 the phase 
compositions given in F~gure 6 an~ Table V show that the 
Joins should be dra~m between CaT1Sio5-zrsio4 and be~~ecn 
CaTiSio5-Zl--o2 • 
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Zirconia is present in both the monoclinic and cubl~ 
i'orms between zro2 and CaTiSi05• Very small amounts or 
unreacted monoclinic Zr02 and cristobalite are found 
between CaT1Si05 and ZrS104 in addition to the expected 
ziraon and nphcne phases. 
Af'ter the excellent results l-thich \'Tare obtained for 
the explorator"J sa~ples, the entire interior of the quate~ 
nary systett \ias covered by preparing eighty-four samples 
containing four cot1ponents varying by ten per cent or cmy _ 
component (by ~·1e1ght) from one another. These samples are 
listed in Table V togethcn" 11ith the results obtained and 
are indica ted in the tetrahedron aa shown in the cross-
sectional planes of Figure 2 (parts a to 1) • This figure 
consists of a series of planes through the primary tetra~ 
hedron at constant Zro2 content (by weight) at ten per 
cent interYals. After the eighty-four samples were mad3~ 
£ired, and analyzed for phases present, the results were 
placed next to the points plotted for each sample at the 
correct composit1on; that is, the phases were determined 
by X-ray analysis and placed near the point indicating 
the composition of the sample. The phase which seemed to 
be present in the largest amount is listed first and under 
it the remaining phases 1n order of decreasing amount 
present as interpreted from the x-ray pattern. In F1gure 2 
some of the phase symbols are enclosed in parentheses ( ) 
to indicate that the percentage ot the phase in the sample 
was small or doubtful, but that some weak reflections were 
present 1n the pattern characteristic of that phase. 
In analyzing the x~ray data for the samples contain-
ing four components, it was found difficult at t~ea to 
link reflections or a certain primary component with small 
peaks in the pattern or a sample because or the big Jump 
from 100 to 70 per cent or that component in the samples. 
In these cases it was advantageous to trace the change in 
reflection intensity by following the reflections or Si02, 
tor example, from 0:0:0:100 to 10:0:0:90 to 10:10:0:80 to 
the sample 1n question, 10:10:10:70. In this method the 
change from a strong pattern for cr1stobal1te to the more 
complex one ror trid~te can be followed as the silica 
content in the sample is decreased. 
FUsion data. A low-melting trough lies between the 
compounds T102 and CaS103 and passes above CaTiSio5 at 
about 10 per cent Zr02 • The eutectic melting temperature 
tar the quaternary system does not seem to be much lower 
than that of the l~ting ternary system CaO-Ti02-s102 • 
The lowest melting eutectic composition tor the system 
probably lies near 30:10:10:50 at a temperature or approx1-
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ma.tely 1300°. Compounds in this region ot the tetrahedron 
form a very fluid liquid that solidifies to white scale-
like crystals. A second eutectic point seems to exist 
near 20:40:10:30. Again a very fluid liquid, which can 
not be quenched to glass 1n the strip f'urnace, is formed. 
When this liquid solidities on platinum, long needles of 
dark brown rutile form a matted mass filled with a brown 
phase. The sample is very di.fficult to remove from the 
platinum, and the needles or rutile seem to have penetrated 
the metal since pieces or platinum stick to the sample 
when they are separated. 
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions tlhich have been drawn f'rom the solid-
phase-reaction study of the quaternary system 11me-t1tan1a-
z1rconia-sil1ca are listed below. They have been discussed 
in more detail in earlier chapters~ and the evidence sub-
stantiating each point was presented at that time. 
1. Compatible phase areas (Alkemade triangles) have 
been determined for the l~ting ternary systems 
Ca0-T102-zro2 , CaO-zro2-s102 , and Ti02-zro2-s1o2 • The 
system CaO-T1o2-s102 had been reported previously 
(DeVries). These systems l"rith the appropriate compatibili-
ty triangles are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
2. The quaternary system lime-t1tan1a-z1rco~a-s111ca 
has been divided ~to fifteen quaternary subsystems or 
Alkemade tetrahedra or compatible phases. See Figures 8 
and 9 for this division. 
3. An analytical procedure has been devised and 
presented which can be used to calculate the phase composi-
tion or any sample of kno\1n oxide content in the quaternary 
system l1me·t1tania-z1rco~a-s1lica. The necessary equa-
tions are found in Tables X, XI, XII, and XIII. 
4. The existence or the binary compound Tizro4 \'las 
indicated by X-ray data o~ samples. but before the compound 
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was definitely established, its existence was confirmed by 
reports in the literature (Coughanour and Fisk). 
5· No indications were found in the x-ray diffraction 
results for the existence or any unreported ternary 
compounds or any quaternary compounds for the system 11me-
titan1a-z1rconia-s111ca. 
6. In general, zirconia tends to exist in the mono-
cl~o phase as the silica or titania content or a sample 
is increased; whereas, an increase o£ the l~e or the 
zirconia content tends to form the cubic phase (stabilized 
zirconia). This information has been obt~ed from 
samples at room-temperature which had been heated to 1400°. 
7• Silica generally is present as the phase cr1sto-
bal1te when the t1tan1a, l~e, or zirco~a content of a 
binary sample is increased, but when the combined content 
of l~e and t1tania or 1~, titania, and zirconia is 
increased, the silica tends to be present 1n the sample 
as the phase tridymite. These observations were made in 
samples fired to approximately 1400° • 
. 
a. Extensive solid solution was found to exist 
bett1een the binary compounds CaT103 and Cazro3 • This 
solid-solution phase extends out into the tetrahedron in 
the region surrounding this join. The remainder ot the 
quaternary system 11me-t1tania-zirconia-s1lioa seemed to 
contain rather limited sections of solid solutions. 
g. Equilibrium conditions can be approached or 
established quite readily in all sections of the quater-
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nary system l~-t1tan1a-z1roon1a-silica near 1450°. The 
formation of zircon (ZrS1o4 ) by solid-state reaction from 
sto1c~ometr1c amounts of zirconia and silica is not 
complete at 1450°• for aome free zirconia and silica are 
indicated in the X-ray pattern of such a sample. The 
compounds CaS104, ca3s120r, ca3s1o5, and ca3T120r were 
d1tt1cult to study by X-ray analysis. Thus, little can 
be said about their roles in a study of this system by 
solid-state reaction. 
10. By determination in the strip furnace or the 
fusion temperature or selected samples which deformed 
greatly during solid-state reaction, it was possible to 
1nd1oat~ two low-melting regions ot the quaternary systeo. 
These regions are near the composition 30:10:10:50 and 
30:30sl0:30 at a temperature near 1300°. 
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APPENDIX A 
PLATINUM-STRIP F'Ui\NACE 
The conatruction details and electrical components 
of the platinum-strip furnace will be discussed in this 
section. The procedure for operating the furnace and for 
deter~ning the fusion temperature of a sample has been 
described in Chapter V and will not be repeated here. 
Platinum-Strip FUrnace . 
The complete str~p furnace with electrical 
components necessary tar its operation is shown in Figure 
13. 
Strip holder. The short platinum strip operates at 
white heat and the terminal surfaces must be kept at 
relatively low temperatures to prevent oxidation of the 
copper leads to the strip. Because it is necessary to 
remove large quantities of heat tram the platinum-to-
copper contact area. two large copper vanes were used to 
serve as electrical contact terminals. The two copper 
vanes (see Figure 14) were a ttaohed to a piece ot Trans1 te 
board and formed a removable un1 t which can be called the 
furnace. This unit was made movable so that it could be 
isolated trom the electrical circuit to prevent any 
possibility or electrical shock when the sample was being 
observed under the binocular microscope. 
The spring clamps which hold the platinum strip 
against the copper terminals were made or a metal whioh 
does not lose its temper when heated to several hundred 
degrees~ such as .phosphor bronze. 
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Terminal block. The terminal block shown in Figure 
14 is a piece or Transite board containing two copper 
spring contacts into tlhich the flanges of the copper vanes 
are placed t'lhen the platinum strip is to be heated. rlhen 
the furnace is in plaoe on the terminal block, the sample 
on the platinum strip can be observed through the optical 
pyrometer aa sho\m in Figure 13. 
Electrical circuit. The wiring diagram for the 
plat1nwn-str1p furnace is shown in Figure 15. The 
specifications for the different components of the 
electrical circuit shown in Figure 15 are listed in 
Table XIV. A potential difference of approximately one 
volt is necessary to operate the platinum strip in this 
furnace. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLES AND li'IGURES 
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TABLE I 
COMPOUNDS IN THE QUATERNARY SYSTEM LIME-TITANIA-ZmCONIA-SILICA 
D-Values 
Molecular Melting x-ray Data Strongest Retleot1ons 
Compound Weight Point PolZ!!!orEhs ASTM Card No.* l. 2. 3. 
Primary 
CaO 56.08 2570° 4-0777 2.41 1.70 2.78 
T102 79.90 1830° 4-0551 3.25 1.69 2.49 




.. Cubic 3-Q640 2.96 1.81 1.54 
S102 60.06 1713° Cr1stoba11te 4-0379 4.04 2.49 2.85 
u 
" " Tridymite 3-0227 4.30 4.08 3.81 
Binary 
CaT102 135.98 1915° F1skb 2.67 1.91 1.56 
ca3T12er, 328.04 l750.a Fiskb 2.70 1.57 1.91 
CaZro3 179.30 2345• 3-0716 2.84 4.01 2.01 
CaSi03 116.14 1544° 2-0506 3.22 2.81 1.97 
ca3s12er, 288.36 l475oa 3-1105 1.81 1.91 2.72 
Ca2s1o4 172.20 2130· 3-(1776 2.74 3.03 1.91 
ca3s1o5 228.30 1900.a 3-0832 2.75 2.61 2.81 
TiZr04 203.12 182ooa Brown° 2.93 1.80 3.60 
ZrSi04 183.28 1775° 3-o459 3.29 1.71 2.52 
Ternary 
CaT1Si05 l96.o4 1382° 2-0521 3 ".20 2.59 2.98 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
• Number refers to card number 1n "CUmulative Alphabetical and Grouped NUmerical Index 
-or X-ray Diffraction Data#" American Soaiety tor Testing Materials, P~ladelp~a (1954). 
aCompound decomposes at this temperature. 
bsee footnote 9, page 11. 




Phase Sample Phases Present Physical Properties 
Formula Symbol . Des1§!!a tion Calcuia!eo 1tctual CoiOP ~~x~~e SnPinxage 
CaO c 100: 0: 0: 0 1000 c w s 29.0d 
Ti02 T 0:100: 0: 0 lOOT T .. B v 22.0d 
Zr02 ~ Os : . .. OtlOOs 0 lOOZ zm LC c 26.0d 
zc 10& 0: 90: 0 68Z.32CZ Zc(CZ,~) w p 28.0b 
8102 sc 0: 0: OslOO lOOS sc w p 24.0d 
st 10: 10: 0: 80 69S.25CTS,6CS S_t,CTS OW,DS p 28.0d 
ca3T12~ C3T2 51: 49: 0: 0 lOOC3T2 c3T2 (CT) DB P.s 27.2d 
CaTiu3 CT 41: 59:. ' 0: 0 lOOCT CT LB 
p •• 2'f.2d ~~ 
cazro3 cz 31: 0: 69& 0 lOOCZ cz LC v 25.0d 
ca3s1o5 c-r 74: 0: 0: 26 100c3s c3s(C) ow p 29.5d 
CaiJ104 c2s 65: 0: 0: 35 . lOOC2s c2s w D -- d 
ca3s120., c3s2 58: 0: 0: 42 1000382 c3s2 (c2s.cs) w F.D -- d 
CaS103 cs 48z 0: 0: 52 lOOCS cs w EP 27.5d 
T1Zro4 TZ 0: 39: 61: 0 lOOTZ TZ T,DS s 26.0d 
ZrS104 zs 0: 0: 67a 33 lOOZS zs (zm,zc ,s0 ) w c 25.5d 
CaT1S105 CTS 29: 41: Os 31 lOOCTS CTS OW,DS F 27.0a 
Key to Tables II, III, IV~ and V 
Phase 
Formula. The chemical formula or the compound which 1t1as made as a standard 
sample. 
Symbol. Symbols which represent a compound or phase in the system. 
Sample Designation. The oxide composition or the samples is indicated in the 
following manner: a sample designated as 10zl0:40:4o would contain 10% CaO:l~ T1o2: 4~ Zr02:~ S102 by weight respectively. 
Phases Present 
Calculated. The phases- listed by symbols, are given wh1ah have been 
calculated to oe present 1n a sample after solid-phase reaction by using the 
fo~1rolae round in Tables XI and XIII; far example, 65C,20C3T2, l5CZ 1nd1~ates that the 
sample should contdn 65% CaO, 20% ca3T12o7, and 15% CaZro3 by t'ieight. 
Actual. The phases are given which are actually present as determined by 
x-ray d1ttraction analysis or a sample. The phases are listed in order or decreasing 
intensity of reflections, usuall~ proportional to amount or a phase present. .The 
symbols o£ phases 1n brackets ( J are present in small quantities. It the brackets 
are written as ( )ss, solid solutions were indicated by slight shifts in the position 
or x-ray diffraction reflections. 
Physical Properties 
Color. Letters under Color indicate: \:/-white, Y-yellow, C-cream, a-green. 
T-tan- B-brown. L-light, M-.medium_ D-dark, 0-otf, X-orystals, N-needle, S-speoks, 
Mo-mottled. 
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Key to Tables II, III, IV, and V (Cont.) 
Texture. Letters under Texture indicate: S-sintered, V-v1treous, P-porous, 
F-fused do\'m, b-dusted, C-cracked• E-aemi, H-hard, R-rough. 
Shrinkage. The numbers under Shrinkage indicate the diameter ·1n millimeters 
or the sample ai'ter heat treatment. The diameter of the Wlf1red samples wae 28.6 mm. 
The highest temperature at which the sample was held for solid-phase reaction is 
indicated by the small letters f'ollowing the diameter in this manner: a = 1300°, 





Sal!lPl~ Phases Present Phzs1cal Pro~erties 
Des!§nat1on CalcuJ.aeea Actual Coler Texture SHrinkage 
90:10: 0: 0 80C,20C3rr2 c~c3T2 'YB P,S,H 24.0b 
70:30: 0: 0 62C3T2 ,38C c3T2 ,c DB P,S,R . 23.2d 
30:701 Ot 0 73CT,27T CT,T B,NX p 
-- d 
10:90: 0: 0 78r,24cT T.CT B v 23.5b 
90: 0:10: 0 85C,l5CZ c,cz LT P,S 27.5b 
70: 0:30: 0 56C,44CZ c,cz YW P,S 25.5d 
50: 0:50: 0 73CZ,27C cz,c Y\'1 P,S 27.0d 
20: 01 80: 0 64CZ,36Z zc,cz Y\v P,S 27.0d 
~~ 0:96: 0 87Z,l3CZ zc.,zm LC P,S 25.5b 
90: 0: OtlO 62C,38C3s c,c3s TW P,S 27 ·5d 
10: 0: 0:90 79S 1 21CS sc,cs w P,S 26.0b 
0:90:10: 0 84T,l6TZ T(TZ) B p 25.5b 
0:70:30·: 0 sar,sa.rz T,TZ T P,S 25.3d 
o:so:sot ··:o 82TZ,l8T TZ,T YT~Mo P,S 26.5d 
0:30:70: 0 77TZ,23Z TZ,Zm YT,Mo EP,S 25.5d 





















Color Texture Shrinkage 
B p 23.5b 
T,Mo EP,S 23.0d 
LT EP,S 22.5b 
\i p 27.0b 
lv P,S 25.5<1 




Sample Phases Present Phlsical Properties 
Designation Calcula~ea Actual Color Texture sF~ihkage 
80:10:10: 0 65C~20C3T2 ,15CZ C(C3T2-cz)68 YB P~S 23.5d 
60:20:20: 0 41C3T2,30C,29CZ c,cz,c3T2 OB p 26.5d 
50:20:30: 0 44CZ,4lc3T2,15C cz,c,cJT2 YT,DS p 26.5d 
40:50:10: 0 85CT~l5CZ (CT-cz ss LT,Mo P,C 28~0d 
37:33:30: 0 56CT,44cZ (CZ-CT)88 YW,Mo P,S 28.5d 
34:16:50: 0 72CZ~28CT (CZ-CT) BS OW,fl.lo P,S 28.5d 
22:31:47: 0 52CT~48Z Z0 ,C'! B~Mo P,S 26.0d 
20:40:40: 0 48CT.,29TZ~25Z TZ,~CT LT,LS V,H 23.0d 
10:80:10: 0 59T,24CT,17TZ T,TZ,CT B,NX F 
-- d 
10:10:80: 0 73Z~l7CT~lOCZ z0 (CT~cz) LT~LMo P,S 25.5d 
80:10: 0:10 41C,38c3s,21C3T2 c~c3s,c3T2 MB,BS P,S 25.5d 
60:30: 0:10 61C3T2~38C3S,lC c3T2 ,c,c3s B,DS P,S 27.0d 
60:10: 0:30 68C2S,l7CT,l5C3s2 C2S,CT(C3T2 ) T D -- d 
50:30: 0:20 51CT.,42c3s 2,7c2s CT,c3s 2(c2s) B v 26.7d 
42:13: 0:45 68CS,32CTS CS,CTS T,Mo,X F 
-- d 
35:49: 0:16 50CTS~49CT,lCS CTS,CT BT~X F 
-- d 
21:29z 0:50 71CTS-28S,lCS CTS,St LT v 26.2d 
15:68: Osl7 52CTS ,47T # lS T,CTS DB#NX F 
-- d 
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TABLE nr (Cont. ) 
Sample Phase a Prc::>cnt Physical Properties 
Des1~nat1on Calcula~ea Actual Color Tex~ure SHrinkage 
10:80: 0:10 68r,32CTS,2CT T,CTS B,NX EF 25.0d 
10:14: 0:76 65S,35CTS St,CTS W,DS P,S 27 .Od 
80: 0:10:10 47C,38C3S,l5CZ c,c3s,cz T D -- d 
60: 0:27:13 50C3S,39CZ,llC cz,c,c3s GT,LS P,S 29.0d 
. 50: 0:20:30 66C 3s2, 29CZ, 5CS c2s,cz,cs w D -- d 
40: 0:20:40 77CS,l4Z,9CZ cs,zc c F 
-- d 
36: 0:20:44 76CS,l3ZS,llZ cs,zc(zs) LT.w,x F 
-- d 
20: 0:60:20 57Z,39CS,4CZ zm,cs c v 26.5d 
20: 0:43:37 48ZS,41CS,llZ cs,zs,zm LT F 
-- d 
17: 0:68:15 62Z,29CS,9CZ zm,cs LC EV 26.0d 
10: 0:80:10 79Z,l9CS,2CZ ~(CS) w EV 25.0d 
10: 0:10:80 64s,21CS,l5ZS sc,cs,zs OW P.,S 28.0d 
0:80:10:10 80T,l5ZS,5S T,S0 MB EV 24.0d 
0:63:25al2 63T,37ZS T,ZS B P,S 25.0d 
0:40:30:30 45ZS,40l',l5S zs,s0 ,T T,Mo EP.,S 25.5d 
Osl5:57:28 85ZS,l5T ZS(TZ,S0 ) LB,LS P,S 24.5d 
0:10:80:10 44Z,31ZS.,25TZ Zm,ZS,TZ OW,BS P,S,H 25.·3d 




Sample Phases Present P~sical Pro2ert1es 
Designation Calculated Actual Color Texture shrinkage 
21:29:19:31 72CTS.28ZS CTS,ZS(S0 ,Zm) B,WS s 28.0a 
7:11:50:32 74ZS,26CTS ZS,CTS(S0 ,Zm) ow v 25.0d 
19:26:35:20 65C'l'S,35Z CTS,~(Z0 ) LT,X F -d 
10:14:65:11 65Z,35CTS ~(z0 ,CTS) LC v,c 24.5d 
10:10:70:10 69Z,24CTS,5CS,2CZ ~,CTS(Z0 ) ow v . 25.ld 
10:10:60:20 41Z,29ZS,24CTS,6CS Zm,ZS,CTS ow v 25.0d 
20:10:60:10 36Z,34CZ,25CTS,5CS z0 ,zm,cz,cTs rn,s EF,V 26.5d 
10:20:60:10 51Z,32CTS,l5TZ,2CT Zm,TZ(CTS) LC,X v 26.0d 
10:10:50:30 59ZS,25CTS,lOZ,6CS ZS,CTS(Zm) w v 25.5c 
20:10:50:20 47Z 1 25CS,24CTS,4CZ Z0 ,CS,CTS LC v 25.6c 
10:20:50:20 35CTS,29ZS,22Z,l4TZ ~,CTS(ZS) LC,X F 
-- e 
30:10:50:10 66CZ,24CTS,5CS,5Z cz,zo LT P,S 30.5e 
20:20:50:10 37Z,33CTS,l9CZ,llCT Z0 ,CTS,CT(Zm) YT v 26.5d 
10:30:50:10 40TZ,33CTS,26Z,2CT TZ,~1CTS OW,BX EF,O 
-- d 
10:10:40:40 60ZS,24CTS,lOS,6CS ZS,CTS,Sc ow v 26.9d 
20:10:40:30 27CS.26ZS,25CTS 6 22Z ZS,CTS,Zm(CS) 0\'1 F --b 
10:20:40:30 59ZS,35CTS,ST,lTZ zs.CTS LT,X .v 25.0b 
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TABLE V (Cont.) 
Sample Phases Present P~sical ProEerties 
Designation Calculated Actual Color Texture Shrinkage 
30al0:4o:20 36CZ,25CS,24CTS,l5Z zc,cs LYT F 
-- d 
20z20:40:20 49CTS,37~,10CS,4cZ CTS,Zm ow F 
-- b 
10:30:40:20 35CTS,34TZ,29ZS,2T ZS,TZ,CTS LT v 25.6b 
40tl0:40:l0 58CZ,2oc3s2,17CT,5C2s CZ(CT) YT,Mo p 30.7d 
30:20:40:10 51CZ,33CTS,llCT,5Z Z0 ,CZ,CT(CTS) YB v 25.1~ 
20t30:40:10 38Z,32CTS,26CT,4TZ Z0 ,CTS(CT) LT v 26.0b 
l0:40a40slO 65TZ,33CTS,2CT TZ,CTS LT v 27.4d 
10&10:30:50 44ZS,25CTS,25S,6CS ZS,CTS,St W,BS P,S 28.3d 
20al0:30a4o 45ZS,27CS,25CTS,3S ZS,CTS,CS w EF . 27.5b 
10:20:30:40 . 4SZS,35CTS,l5S,5T ZS,CTS,St T p 27 .8b 
30tl0:30:30 44CS,26Z,24CTS,6CZ cs,zm,CTs ow,x F 
-- b 
20:20:30:30 49CTS,26ZS,13CS,l2Z CTS,ZS(Zm) ow,x zr 
-- b 
10:30:30:30 45ZS,35CTS,l5T,5S ZS,CTS(T) I.B,Mo,NX v 25.3b 
40al0s30:20 43CZ,37CS,l7CT,3C3S2 CZ,CS,CT(c3s2) YB D -- b 
30a20:30:20 49CTS,36CZ,lOCS,5Z Z0 ;CTS(CZ,CS) LT,Mo EF,V 27.lb 
20J30a30:20 65CTS.28Z,4TZ,3CT CTS,Zm(TZ,Za) Ot'l,X F 
-- b 
10:40:30:20 35CTS.29ZS,l8T,l8Tz CTs.zs,CT(TZ) MB,X v 26.0b 
50:10:30:10 45CZ,29C3s.20C3T2,6C2s CZ,C(c2s,c3T2,c3s)YB P,C 32.0b 
40:20:30:10 44CZ,34CT,l5C3s2.7CS CZ,CT(c3s2,cs) Y.B ED ~- b 
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TABLE V (Cont.) 
Sample Phases Present P~sical Pro~erties 
Designation Calculated Actual Color Texture Shrinkage 
30:30:30:10 33CTS,28CZ.28CT,llZ Ze,CT(CTS,CZ) MYB v 24.5b 
20:40:30tl0 33CTS,29TZ1 26CT,l2Z TZ,CTS,Z0 LYT v 25.5b 
10s50:30alO 49TZ.33CTS.lOT,2CT TZ 1 CTS,T B,Mo v 25.0b 
10:10:20:60 40S,30ZS,24CTS,6CS zs,st,CTs \i,BS p 27 .lb 
20:10:20:50 30ZS,27CS,24CTS,19S ZS,CTS,St(CS) w v 24.0b 
10a20J20:50 35CTS,30S,30ZS,5T CTS,~f),St,T LT,BS p 27.0b 
30110:20:40 48CS,24cTs,24ZS,4Z CS,CT3(Zm) 0\II_.X F 
-- b 
20&20:20:40 49CTS,30ZS,l2CS,9S CTS,ZS,S0 Olv,x F -- b 
10t30:20:40 35CTS,30ZS.20S,l5T CTS,ZS,St,T B,Mo p 26.3b 
40:10:20:30 50CS,29CZ,15CTS,6CT CS,CZ.,CTS,CT BW v 22.5b 
30:20:20:30 49CTS,29CS,l6Z,6CZ CTS(cs-zm>as LT,X F -b 
20:30:20:30 70CTS,26ZS,4TZ CTS,ZS(TZ) LT,X I? 
-- b 
10t40:20:30 35CTS,30ZS,25T,lOS CTS.ZS,T,St LB,ftio,X v 25.5b 
50:10:20z20 36C2S,29CZ,l8C3s2,17CT CZ,C2S(CT,C3s2 ) T D -- b 
40:20:20:20 36CS,29CT,29CZ,6CTS CS,CT(CZ) I.B P,S 30.0b 
30:30s20s20 66C'l'S, 28cZ, 6CT CTS,.CT,Zc B.x p 
-- b 
20:40s20:20 66CTS.29TZ.3CT,2Z CTS,TZ(Z0 ) B,X F -b 
10s50:20:20 35CTS,35T,29ZS,1TZ T,CTS,ZS DB,NX v 25.5b 
60sl0:20al0 38C3S,29CZ,20C3T2 ,13C cz,c,c3s,c3T2 Y'1' ·p,s 29.5d 
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TABLE V ( Cont • ) 
Sample Phases Present P~s1cal ProEerties 
Designation CalcuJ.a:ted Actual Color Texture Shrinkage 
50:20:20:10 41C3T2~29CZ,25C2s,5C3S cz,c3T2~c,c2s,c3s LYT P,C 32.0b 
40s30s20~10 51CT,29C~.l7CS,3C3s2 CT,cz,cs LT P,S 30.0b 
30:40:20:10 45CT,33CTS,l6Z,6CZ CT,CTS,Z0 (CZ) MB v -- b 
20:50:20:10 33TZ,33CTS,26CT,8T (TZ-Z0 ) 68 ,CTS LB,X EF -- b 
10s60:20tl0 33TZ,33CTS,32T,2CT T,TZ,CTS DB,X v 25.0b 
10:10s10:70 55S,24cTs,l5ZS,6CS St,CTS,ZS OW,BS P,S 29.0d 
20:10:10:60 35S,27CS,25CTS,l3ZS st,s0 ,CTs,cs,zs ~I,BS p 25.5b 
l0:20alOa60 45S,35CTS,l5ZS,5T st,CTS LT,BS p 26.0b 
30:10:10:50 48CS,24CTS,15ZS,l3S CS,CTS,S0 {ZS) \-I.,X F,C· -- b 
20:20al0:50 49CTS,24S,l5ZS,l2CS cTS,st,zs,cs ow V,R 23.5b 
10:30:10:50 35S,35CTS,l5T,l5ZS St,CTS,T LT,BS EV 29.0d 
40:lOil0:40 64CS,24CTS,8CZ~4z CS,CTS(CZ) T\'1 F 
-- b 
30t20: l0s40 49CTS,33CS,l5ZS~3S CTS(ZS) \11 ,X F 
-- b 
20:30sl0J40 70CTS~l5ZS,l4s,1T CTS,St(ZS) TW EF 24.5b 
l0s40&10z40 35CTS.25T,25S,l5ZS CTS,T,St(ZS) T.Mo EV 27 .8d 
50:10:10:30 52C3s2,l7CT.l6CS,l5CZ ( c2s3?)cs ( CT ,cz) T P.,D -- d 
40:20:10s30 45CS,24CTS,l6CT,l5CZ CTS,CS(CT-CZ)85 YT F -- b 
30:30:10:30 73CTS,l5CS,6CZ,6Z CTS,CS T,X F 
-- b 
20:40:10:30 70CTS.l5ZS,llT,4S CTS(T,ZS) OW,NX · F 
-- b 
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TABLE V (Cont.) 
Sample Phases Present Physical Pro~ertiea 
Designation Calculated Actual Color Texture Shrinkage 
10t50tl0:30 35T,35CTS,l5ZS,l5S T,CTS,St B,S EP 25.5d 
60zlOalOa20 34C2S,3~3S,21C3T2,15CZC2s,o3s,cz,c3T2 YT D -- d 
50:20al0a20 33CT,31C3s2,21C2S,l5CZ (CT-cZ)88 ,c2s(c3~ T,Mo P,S 26.7d 
40z30al0s20 40CT,30CS,l5CTS,l5CZ (CT-cz)88 ,CTS,CS T v 25.0b 
30:40:10:20 65CTS,23CT,6CZ 1 6Z CTS,CT B,X F -b 
20:50:10:20 65CTS,l7TZ,l5T,3CT CTS,TZ,T,CT T,NX F 
-- b 
10:60:10120 4~,35CTS,l5ZS,5S T,CTS,TZ B,NX v 24.5b 
70alO:lO:lO 38C3S,27C,20C3T2 ,15CZ c3s,c,cz,c3T2 YT P,S 29.0d 
60:20tl0:10 41C3T2,38C3S,l5CZ,6C c3s,c3T2,C,CZ YT P,~ 29.0d 
50:30:10110 33C3T2,29C2S,23CT,l5CZ (c3T2-c2s-cT-cZla8 DTB,DS c 29.0d 
40:40:10:10 63CT,l5CS,l5CZ,7CTS (CT-CZ)88 (CTS,CS) B,S v 25.5d 
30s50slO:lO 50CT,33CTS,l6TZ,lT CT,CTS,TZ LT V,EF 25.0b 
20:60:10tl0 33CTS,26CT,25T,l6TZ CTS,T,TZ,CT T,NX,LX F 
-- b 
10:70:10:10 48T,33CTS,l7TZ,2CT T,CTS B,NX F 25.0b 
TABLE VI 
R.AW r~TERIALS 
Ratt I"-a terial Source 
Calcium Carbonate C.P. PiSher Sc1ent1t1o Co. 
E and A Tested PUrity . Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Titanium OXide (Dioxide) J. T. Baker Co. 
Baker's Analyzed C.P. Phillipsburg, N. J. 
Zirconium OXide C.P. 
Silicic Acid 
Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co. 
Nis.ga.ra Palls • N. Y. 
Merck and Co., Inc. 
Rahway, N. J. 
Analysis 
Lot No. 512815 
A~;1ea and 
Mg (as S04) 
CaC03 
Sulfate 


































• OXide Content was deterr:-.ined by the loss in weight or a sample or the raw material 




\VEIGHT DATA FOR PREPARATION OF SAMPLES 
Per Cent of Oxide Grams of Raw Material to be 
Desired in Sample Wei~ed Out 
Calcium Silicic 
Carbonate Titania Zirconia Acid 
10 1.75 1.00 1.00 1.14 
20 3.51 2.01 2.01 2.29 
30 5.26 3o02 3.01 3.43 
40 7.02 . 4.02 4.01 4.58 
50 8.77 5·03 5.02 5.72 
60 10.53 6.03 6.02 6.87 
70 12.28 7.04 7.02 8.01 
80 14.04 8.04 8.02 9.15 
90 15.79 9.05 9-03 10.30 
100 16.54 10.05 10.03 11.44 
TABLE VIII 
X-RAY DIPJRACTION REFLEC'l'IONS PROM 
PA'r:WL'lS OF T""liE STIU@AR~ SAI.f?i.ES fliii~n 
viERE USED '1'0 IDENTIFY PHASE IN SAMPLES 
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Standard 1 





















































































































b'l'he reflections agree 1n position but r,ot in 1nterw1ty 












































































































Very fluid, not quenchable 
to glass 
No bead formed 
Rough bead 




TABLE IX (Cont.) 
aThese temperatures were obtained by adding the Tempera-
ture Correction read from a straight-line graph to the 
optical pyrometer readings for these points. 
bTemperature at which powder sample took shape of a bead, 
first liquid appeared. 
95 
cTemperature at whiah be~d could be quenched to all glass. 
TABLE X 
CLASSIFICATION KEY FOR THE SYSTEM CaO-T102-Zro2-s102 
Find C, T, z, and S in relation to C as follows: 
C - % CaO 
T • 0.7019 i% T102} 
z - o.4551 % zr~ 
S - 0.9337 % Si~ 
96 
Substitute values in f'ollowt ..a.ng -equations and determine aign: 
s-c = + (1,2,3,4,5) 
T-c = + (1,2,3) 
C+Z•S • -
C+Z-5 = + (2,3) 
2C+Z·T-S aa + 
2C+Z·T-S = -
T-C = - (4,5) 
s-c-z = + 
s-c-z = -
s-c a- (6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
T+Z+S-c = + (6,7,8,9,10) 
T..C • + (6,7) 
T-c-z - + 
'l'-C·Z • -
T..C • - (8,9,10) 
T-s = + (8,10) 
T+Z-C • + 
T+Z-C • -
T-S • - (9,10) 
c-z-s - -
c-z-s - + 
T+Z+S-C = - (11,12,13,14,15) 























TABLE X (Cont.) 
2'1'+2Z+3S-2C = + 
2T+2Z+3S-2C = -
C·T-Z-2S c + (13,14,15) 
C-3/2T-Z-3S = - (13,14) 
C•3/2T-Z-2S = • · 
C-3/2T-Z-2S = + 











FORMULAE TO DETERMINE PHASE COMPOSITION 
Dl PRIMARY QUATERNARY SYSTEM 
Equations for• 






























































TABLE XI (Cont.) 
Components 
Equa tiona for 
Per Cent Composition 
2.425T 
3.197Z 




















CLASSIFICATION KEYS FOR LDIITING TlmNARY SYSTEMS 
Find c, T, Z, and S in relation to C as follows: 
C - '/; CaO 
T - 0.7019 (% T102 ) 
z - 0.4551 (% Zr02) 
s - 0.9337 (% 5102) 
Substitute values 1n the f'ollotting equations and deterniine 
the signs: · 
System 
CaO - T102 - Zr02 
T-C = + (6,7) 
T-c-z a + 6 
T-c-z = - 7 
T-C ~ - (8.13,15) 
Z+T-c = + 8 
Z+T-c = - (13,15) 
3T+2Z-2C = + 13 
3T+27-2C = - 15 
System 
CaO - Zr02 - S102 
Z+S-c = + (4,5,9) 
s-c-z s: + q. 
s-c-z = - (5,9) 
s-c = + 5 
s-c = ... 9 
Z+S-c = - (11,12,14~15) 
Z+2S-C = + \11,12} 
2Z+3S•20 = + 11 
2Z+3S-2C = • 12 
Z+2S.C = - (14,15) 
Z+3S..C =- + 1~ 
Z+3S..C =- - 15 
System 
CaO - T102 - 8102 
T+S-C = + (1,4<6,10) 
s-c = + (1,4 1 
T-c = + 1 
T-C = - 4 
s-c = - (6,10) 
T-c • + 6 
T-C • - 10 
T+S-c = - (11,12,13(14,15) 
T+2S-C = + \11,12} 
3S+2T-2C • + 11 
3S+2T-2C = - 12 
Ti2S•C • - (13,14,15) 
4S+3T-2C = + 13 
4S+3T-2C • - (14,.15) 
3T+6S-2C • + 1~ 
3T+6S-2C = - 15 
System 
T1o2 - zro2 - s1o2 
s-c - + 1 
s-c - - (2,3) 
Z-T-S 111 + 2 
Z-T-s =- - 3 
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TABLE XIII 
FORMULAE TO DETmMINE PHASE COMPOSITION m LIMITING TERNARY SYSTEMS 
System System 
CaO - T102 - Zr02 CaO - T102 - 8102 
Triangle No. Components Equations Triangle No. Components Equations 
6. T 1.425(T-c-z) 1. T l.425~T-c~ 
CT 2.425C s 1.071 s-c 
TZ 3e622Z CTS 3.4960 
1· r 2.197(C+Z-T) 4. s- 1.071~s-c~ CT 2.425C cs 2.071 C-T 
TZ 3.622~T-c) CTS 3.496T a. z- 2.197 T+Z-c) 6. ~ 1.425fT-CJ 
CT 2.425T CT 2.425 c-s 
cz 3ol97t-T) CTS 3.4968 13. ?2 s.aso c-T-z) 10. 1Yr 2.425lC-s~ 2.425 3T+2Z-2C) cs 2.071 C-T 
cz 3.197Z CTS 3.496 T+S-c) 
15. n- 0.500(2C·3'1'-2Z) 11 .. 1Yr 2.425T gf2 2.925T g~s2 5.142~0-T-S) 3.197z 2.071 3S+2T-2C) 
12. m.r 2.425T 
System g~ 3.~lrC-2T-r) 5.1 2 T+2S-C CaO - Zr02 - 5102 13. 5.850 C-T-2S c~ 2 2.425 4S+3T-2C) 4. s 1.07l(s-c-z) ~ 3.0718 cs 2.0710 14. 2.925T 
zs 3.268Z c3s2 2.035~2C-3T-4S~ c~2 1.535 3T+6S-2C 
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TABLE XIII (Cont. ) 
System System 
CaO - zro2 - 8102 (Cont.) 
Triangle No. Components Equations Triangle No. Components Equations 
5· z 2.197(C+Z-S) 15. c 0.500(2C-3T-6S) 
cs 2.0710 C3T2 2.925T 
zs 3.268~s-c) C3S 4.0715 g. r 2.197 Z-+8-C) 
cz 3.197 c-s) System 
cs 2.071S 
ll. ~ 3.197Z T102 - Zr02 - S102 g~s2 5.142lc-s-z) 2.071 2Z+3S-2C) l. T 1.425T 
12. ~ 3•l97Z s l.07l(S-Z) 
c2s 3.or~2c-2z-r> zs 3.268Z 
c3s2 5.1 2 Z+2S-C 2. r 2.197(Z-T-S) 
14. cz 3.197z TZ 3.622T 
c3s 4.Q7lt-Z-2S} zs 3.268S 3. 'r 1.425~T+S-Z) ~ 3.071 Z+3S-C TZ 3.622 z-s) !5. C-Z-38 ZS 3.268S cz ~·197Z 
c3s .Q71S 
TABLE XIV 
ELEC'IRICAL COMPONENTS OF THE PLATINUM-S'!RIP FURNACE 




115 v. to 11.5 v. 
2. Edlrards Signaling Transformer 
Pr~ Volts 115 
Secondary Volts 6 
Cat. No. 88-50 
Capacity V.A. 50 
Cycles 60 
3. Powerstat~ The Superior Electric Co. 
~IPe 116 
Pr~ Volts 115 
OUtput range o-135 V. 




4. Variable Voltage Transformer~ American Instrument 
Company 







PHASE ASSEMBLAGES IN THE SYSTEM 
CaO-Ti02-Si02 







TEN . PER CENT Zr02 
cs 
CTS 















• St • T 
zs· s, 










THIRTY PER CENT Zr02 
(~_) 
(S) 


































































































































































SECONDARY SYST.HM CT-CZ-CS-CTS. No. 10 
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-FIGURE 13 















DIAGRAM FOR CONSTRUCTION OF PLAT1NOM-STRIP FURNACE 








(4) Coarse Control 
n~15_ 
Numbers ·tn ( )· -refer to 
Bieo~rieal. c·oaponents 
listed in Table liV. 
WIRING DIAGRAM FOR PLATINUM-STRIP FURNACE 
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